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Foreword
Economic uncertainty demands all businesses and organisations
to re-evaluate what they are trying to achieve, what success looks
like to them and how they can achieve this given the changes to
the environment they are operating in.
Now, more than ever, with the changes to how people
communicate, find information and how we all engage with brands
in this technological world, there is a far greater opportunity to
benefit from the collaboration between art organisations and
commercial business. The arts offer experiences, engaging content
and artistic creativity while commercial businesses have the
technology, expertise, resources and commercial aptitude. The
level of transparency that the digital world has opened up has
stretched the communications industry and created a fantastic
opportunity for the arts industry to help businesses connect and
innovate in a much more impactful way.
We are in a world where there is widespread access and use
of digital technologies that has shifted people’s behaviours,
their expectations of companies and the services they use.
The dramatic increase in sustainable products and the services
industry shows that individuals are making choices based
on what they individually care about, where they can interact
and engage with a brand. The challenge now for commercial
organisations is to find ways to let their real values and beliefs
shine through and better connect to their customers.

Look at what has been achieved with the T-Mobile advert which
was staged in Liverpool Street station in London, this is a
fantastic example of a creative experiential-based approach that
commercial organisations can hugely benefit from. Attaching
feeling and emotion to their brand in a more compelling and
memorable way. The PR that was gained almost trebled the
impact of the initial marketing investment. There are now dozens
of examples like this. But this is only the beginning.
Collaborations have started to spring up and add incredible
value in ways which are mutually beneficial to both the arts and
commercial business – a brand needs to be authentic in what it
stands for and partner in new and exciting ways to reach new
markets, meet consumer’s needs, create new products, build
their reputation and innovate. Digital technology opens up these
opportunities and creative approaches like never before.
This research is the start of helping people understand this
partnership opportunity, it challenges the traditional view
of partnering, it offers a solution and an approach that most
commercial organisations could learn from – if you are in anyway
worried about how to approach your brand and your customers
in the digital world, then you should start by reading this…
Philippa Snare, Marketing Director, Microsoft
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Volume at the V&A. Photographer: John Adrian. Copyright: United Visual Artists 2006. Volume is a luminous interactive installation that responds spectacularly to human movement,
creating a series of audio-visual experiences. The sculpture was created by United Visual Artists as part of the Playstation®season
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Executive summary
Digital technology is re-shaping how businesses interact with the cultural
sector in the UK. It is opening up fresh opportunities for engagement. It is
driving a fundamental shift in how businesses and cultural organisations
think about partnerships. Businesses are increasingly putting collaborative
ways of working at the heart of their relationships to unlock innovative
content and communication streams, develop new products and reach out
to untapped consumers and audiences. Within this space, there is ample
opportunity for new partners to exchange ideas in their fields of expertise
and produce tangible and intangible assets that benefit them in the long-term.
Nature of digital technology partnerships
This report explores the nature of these partnerships by
taking as broad an approach to digital partnerships as possible.
It collects information about the benefits and potential
opportunities for both businesses and cultural organisations
wanting to collaborate in this space, as well as the challenges
they are likely to encounter and provides guidance on the best
way to manage these.
It builds on what is already known about well-publicised
case studies such as the National Theatre’s NT Live pilot, the
Pervasive Media Studio created by Watershed and HP Labs, and
Ars Electronica in Austria, to name a few. But innovations are
happening in unexpected places and there is a great deal to learn
from the partnerships highlighted in this report, which describe
collaborations between organisations of various sizes, situated in
many different parts of the UK and innovating in different ways.

Why the research is needed
Digital technologies are introducing new avenues for collaboration
between businesses and arts organisations. Arts & Business
wanted to gain a better understanding of this new partnership
market, bring partners together to share experiences and provide
support to others wishing to explore these types of collaborations
in the future. The objectives of the research were therefore to:
•	Understand current levels of engagement between the digital
technology sector and digitally-enabled companies and notfor-profit arts and cultural organisations
•	Define the benefits, opportunities and challenges that are
emerging from these relationships
•	Gain intelligence on how these partnerships may develop
in the future.
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How the research was conducted
Forty qualitative interviews were conducted over two months
with businesses, cultural organisations and in some cases
artists – all of them involved in some form of digital collaboration.
Nineteen partnerships are discussed in this report, with nine of
them developed into in-depth case studies. Where possible both
partners were interviewed.
The companies are not necessarily technology businesses,
and the cultural organisations range from galleries to theatres,
music organisations and contemporary arts centres. In all cases
digital technology was embedded in the final outcome of the
project, whether this was a website or software code enabling
a work of art.
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Businesses explored in this report include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apple
Axiom Tech
BT
The Co-operative
CultureLabel
Go2Give
HP Labs
iCrossing
Lowtech
Microsoft
SmartLab
Whitespace.

Cultural organisations that are explored include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Calvium
Cornerhouse
Dogwoof
Cryptic
FACT
folly
FutureEverything
FutureLab
Hide&Seek
The Lowry
Manchester Camerata
Sound and Music
Sounds of Progress (now called Limelight Studios)
Watts Gallery
Welsh Sinfonia.

There was an emphasis on not-for-profit cultural organisations
but digital media social enterprises were also included. On the
business side, although there was a focus on technology
businesses, there are instances where we included companies
that pursued a uniquely digital objective with their cultural
partner, for example the online dissemination of films.
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New partnerships, new opportunities: digital media
businesses and cultural organisations as natural partners
Businesses are developing an affinity for the digital arts in
a society that is increasingly driven by e-commerce and see
opportunities in artforms that sit closer to their business
practices. For example, digital content generated in partnership
with a cultural organisation can now be easily packaged and
marketed across geographical regions – it need no longer be
limited to a specific gallery or exhibition.
The interviewees continually highlighted how transactional
models – in which a business or cultural organisation is simply
hired to deliver a specific service (such as straight forward
sponsorship) – may become increasingly unattractive to the
more innovative partners in an operating landscape where
interactivity facilitated by digital technology is becoming the
norm and both partners are looking to reach out to
dispersed audiences and consumers.
Product innovation to generate revenue for both partners
Though branding and communication remains an important
aspect of the relationship between companies and cultural
organisations, there appears to be a rich environment for the two to
work together to develop products. A well-structured collaborative
business model can create a productive research and development
environment that brings together very different ways of thinking
to create something new that can be taken to market. For cultural
organisations the creation of new revenue streams is especially
important because it enables them to diversify income streams
and grow more independent of public funding.

Brands and reputations are enhanced
Partners leverage the excitement around digital technologies
to build their brands and reputations with existing and new
audiences. A number of partnerships reported putting digital
media and education at the centre of their collaboration. These
partners are taking a long view: technology businesses believe
the creative learning environment stimulates learners in a way
that might make them loyal customers in the future, while cultural
organisations attract fresh audiences and generate income from
additional footfall at their venues/events.
Communication with target markets can be widened and improved
Partnerships create a number of commercial opportunities for both
partners. Rich creative content can be developed collaboratively
which can appeal to one or both partners’ target markets. Where
collaborations are most successful, the two entities become
strong advocates for each other’s brands, further extending their
reach into new markets. In some cases, communities of interest
are being built using social media tools. These communities give
cultural organisations access to each other’s audiences, while
the businesses that help set up the platforms can expect a return
on investment through advertising and product development,
reaching target markets and onward sales.
Learning and knowledge transfer is fostered
In a relationship where both partners work closely together,
there are opportunities for staff to develop new skills and ways
of thinking about how they do business / how they work with
others. Companies report that their technical teams are often
challenged to innovate in their field of expertise and individuals
come away from a project feeling stimulated and reinvigorated.
Cultural organisations are given the opportunity to learn skills
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such as programming, social media content management, online
marketing and business strategy. Although this can happen with
any partnership, it is interesting to note that technologists and
engineers have reported benefitting specifically from the creativity
of artists and arts organisations.
Collaboration not transaction
Digital technology is a means to an end, not the end itself. It may
be central to the partnership in terms of delivering objectives but
it ought to be part of a broader strategy. More important to the
success of a project, is the ability to work collaboratively. Without
the flexibility of such a relationship, partnerships often encounter
difficulties and are short-lived. It is for this reason that special
attention is paid to the nature of collaborative operating models
(rather than transactional) below. Although relevant to nontechnology partnerships too, this criteria is all the more pertinent
when new technologies are involved and a phase of experimentation
may be required.
Identify opportunities for collaboration
Companies and cultural organisations must evaluate their needs
and the goals they want to achieve when deciding whether a simple
transaction (i.e. payment for one specific service) is required or a full
collaboration is appropriate. The two types of relationships must
not be confused with each other. Finding and working with partners
that have similar goals and interests is key for success in these
types of innovative, mutually beneficial projects. Similarly, a sense
of shared community and audiences can strengthen
the relationship.

Don’t be afraid to experiment
There is no rule book about how these partnerships should look
or work. By their very nature, they need to be experimental and
create an environment where that is possible. This also means
that unexpected setbacks should be planned for (as much as
possible through risk assessment and contingency planning) and
allowed, including the possibility of the project not fully succeeding.
Setbacks should be viewed as a natural part of the research and
development process, provided valuable lessons are learnt and
incorporated.
Make sure to develop a balanced relationship
Collaborations perform best in those instances where both partners
bring assets to the table which will help a project to succeed. While
cultural organisations often lack the technological expertise that
digital companies provide, they are in a strong position to provide
creative input, challenge development teams intellectually, pass
on valuable information about how the cultural sector functions
and how audiences interact. It is not just about the content but the
experience around it and cultural organisations have important
assets in this area.
Formalise the relationship but keep it flexible
Partnerships where the objectives are clear, timescales have been
agreed and the responsibilities of both teams identified are more
likely to achieve the expected results than those relationships
where they have not. However, it is essential to collaborative work,
especially where research and development is concerned, that both
organisations adopt a flexible and experimental approach. Those
relationships that are able to absorb setbacks are more likely to
achieve a truly innovative solution to their business objectives than
those that are inflexible around timings, budgets and goals.
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Make sure to communicate openly and frequently

Over-emphasis on branding

The partnerships in which teams work closely together (preferably at
the same site) are better able to understand each other’s objectives, the
challenges they encounter and work together to develop solutions. In
this research, there was a correlation between partners communicating
frequently with each other and the creation of long-term relationships.
Where partners communicated often, the relationships tended to exist
for longer than three years and multiple projects were completed. When
communication was infrequent, disagreements about objectives often
became polarised and irreconcilable, leading to short-lived relationships
and the discontinuation of projects.

One of the biggest reasons why companies, especially large
businesses, enter into partnerships with cultural organisations
is to enhance their brands. However, too strong an emphasis on
traditional branding, such as advertising and logo placement, can
cause friction and stifle collaboration. This is especially the case
in a digital marketing landscape, where audiences and consumers
are shying away from one-way communication and demanding
interactivity and co-creation.

The pitfalls (and how to avoid them)
There are a number of pitfalls to collaboration in this space.
However, few of these have to do with the digital technologies
themselves.

A stimulating innovation or exciting digital content is therefore
often more captivating for consumers than prominent advertising.
By allowing an innovation to speak for itself, a deeper and more
genuine relationship could be fostered with audiences; being what
audiences/consumers are interested in rather than interrupting them.
Intellectual Property is a challenge

Organisational memory is not protected
The teams operating in this space are often small and function
on tight timescales and budgets. Very few of them keep a well
documented record of strategic decisions made about the direction
of their project. Yet a project can be significantly disrupted when
a key member leaves, taking with them vital experience and
information, causing project discontinuity. It is, therefore, essential
that project managers are prepared for changes in staff and ensure
that all information is adequately archived, particularly in those
cases where similar projects are planned for the future.

Intellectual Property (IP) is one of the leading concerns in this area
because partners need to get the balance right between protecting
their commercial interests and creating enough space for a free
exchange of ideas. Cultural organisations often allow companies
to retain full control of IP in exchange for valuable digital platforms
and technical expertise, but this need not be the case.
It remains difficult to offer best practice guidelines because control
over IP is often determined by the assets each partner brings to
the relationship and what their strategic objectives are. With the
growing prominence of open source culture, more open models
of collaborating and sharing of the outputs should be considered.
However, it is advised to agree IP terms before the launch of a project.
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The future of collaborations
Businesses and cultural organisations acknowledge that the
digital environment is exciting and a hotbed for innovation.
However, they are unsure about what the next 2-5 years will
bring. Rather than predict what the next major shift in the
technology will be, partners in this space are focusing on
capitalising on the opportunities available to them now.
Technologies such as iPhone applications and online
communities are rapidly gaining ground and those
organisations that do not move with these changes risk
losing substantial revenues.
Digital media will continue to drive collaborative business models
New innovations in digital media mean that businesses
and cultural organisations will need to respond faster to the
changing expectations of their target markets. If they do not,
they risk losing business to competitors. Amplifying the sensory
experience of online content is but one of many areas where
businesses and cultural organisations are already innovating
together. In many cases, the creative working models which
cultural partners bring to the table help businesses unlock
further insights into improving engagement with their customers.

Innovation hubs will grow around cultural organisations
Research and development is likely to play a larger role in the
relationships between businesses and cultural organisations
in the future. Signs already exist that show companies and
products can be successfully spun-off from these collaborations.
Innovation hubs can be especially important to cultural
organisations wanting to expand funding streams and reduce
their dependence on public funding and the advantages to the
UK’s creative industries could be substantial.
Seed money will be key
With public funding cuts, there is a strong imperative to secure
seed money to support innovations that will be profitable and
sustainable over the long term. Smaller partnerships are heavily
reliant on third parties to provide capital for innovation and
taking products to market. This seed money need not necessarily
come from government sources; international examples show
that investors are already exploring ways of bringing technology
companies and cultural organisations together to create
profitable businesses. Still, there may be room to create specific
funds that encourage product development in collaboration with
cultural organisations – funds that give the funding partner an
opportunity to secure a share in the innovation’s IP from an
early stage.

Successful partnerships:
collaboration and innovation
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Light research workshop at Watershed made by participants. © Tine Bech 2010 (dshed.net/light-graffiti-workshops).
An example of the light drawings by participants produced at a research workshop organised by Watershed, Visual Artist Tine Bech and UWE’s Digital Cultures Research Centre.
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Businesses and cultural organisations are working together to provide each
other with digital solutions. However, it would be wrong to assume that the
technology sits at the core of these partnerships; it is just one component
of their work together. Instead, they emphasise that engaging in an open
collaborative business model is the leading determinant of success. For this
reason we explored what makes a collaborative business model successful
and why it is becoming increasingly important to businesses and cultural
organisations engaged in digital content projects.
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Innovation in partnership with the cultural sector
Though the cultural sector may be lagging behind digital
technology businesses in some respects, they can often help
create an environment in which business partners can learn
different ways of working, different ways of thinking about
a problem and view customers and audiences from different
perspectives – all of which are essential elements of innovation.1
Of the 19 collaborations explored in this report, 15 were
described as producing something fresh and beneficial to their
brands, both for the business and the cultural organisation.
The innovations ranged from award-winning artwork, Oscarnominated films, to cutting-edge sound studio design and
software applications that are now being rolled out to market.
In most of the observed cases, the immediate benefit accrued
to the cultural organisation. But many of the business partners
that provided technological and commercial expertise – from
large multi-national organisations to smaller start-ups – reported
positive effects on their brand, business processes, products and
staff morale.

The majority of the partnerships have continued beyond the first
project, with relationships lasting on average longer than three
years.
Digital technology companies and cultural organisations are
two types of organisations that are well placed to collaborate
with each other. They have long histories of open collaboration
and technology companies have expertise in ICT, while cultural
organisations are often deeply immersed in their communities
and understand what excites audiences.
However, it is important to note that a well-planned and
systematic framework is needed to unleash the creative friction
between two radically different organisations and ideas.2 Without
planning, risks such as misunderstandings and wasted time and
money appear. Successful open collaborations mitigate these by
remaining focused on the end goal without being too restrictive
on how to achieve it and ensure the project team has the right
skills for the task ahead.
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Successful partnerships:
collaboration and innovation
To approach open collaboration and innovation systematically,
organisations need to clearly assess what it is they want to
achieve within their broader strategy and how a particular
collaboration would fit within those objectives.3
Why partnerships are needed for innovation
Open collaborative business models help businesses to be
highly adaptive in an increasingly fast-changing environment.
They are cheaper to maintain with research and development
costs now shared amongst partners, along with the risks.4,5 In a
study conducted by MacCormack, Forbath, Brooks and Kalaher,
firms that collaborated to innovate reduced their research and
development costs by between 10-30%, when compared to their
performance prior to partnering.6
Innovators understand that to be the first to introduce new ideas
and products to their audiences and markets is to tailor their
environment to fit their own strengths: to them, open-market
innovation is a source of sustainable competitive advantage.
There are four main reasons why businesses work in partnership
to innovate:7

1

 y importing new ideas from radically different organisations, a
B
business multiplies the number of tools it has to innovate with

2	Open product development allows for a broader perspective,
giving innovators a better way to gauge an invention’s real
value and ascertain whether further investment is warranted
3	By exporting ideas, innovators also clarify what they do
best: when a company is engaged with others to develop
ideas, it has instantaneous and transparent feedback on the
product or service it is developing, allowing for rapid product
iterations that are geared to the needs of its market
or audience
4	Exporting ideas helps generate revenue and retain talent.
New revenue streams are created by selling products and
services or licensing intellectual property. Open business
models also add urgency to the innovation process,
stimulating creativity and improving staff loyalty
and motivation.
Open collaborative business models used as a means to unlock
innovation, also allow businesses to think of intellectual property
in a different way. In the past, patents have largely been used
defensively, to prevent litigation directed at the company and
stop other companies from developing similar products that
could compromise market share. Businesses are moving away
from closed IP management to open, or more collaborative, IP
management models. They understand that intellectual property
is under-utilised as an asset.8
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Successful partnerships:
collaboration and innovation
The characteristics of innovators
The skills that unlock innovation are not inherent to certain
people. They can be learnt by both businesses and cultural
organisations. There are five key elements that organisations can
nurture to become more innovative – many of them are directly
related to collaboration with cultural partners. They are:9
1

 ssociation: The ability to successfully connect seemingly
A
unrelated questions, problems or ideas from different fields

2	Questioning: Innovators challenge assumptions rather than
look at better ways of working within their current framework.
They imagine the opposites of what they have done so far
and often impose severe constraints on their ideas to see how
they might solve the problem
3	Observing: In observing others, innovators often find cues
to new ideas or potential solutions to challenges they are
grappling with. Direct experience of the needs of customers
and audiences is important to them

In this research, a number of businesses mentioned how artists
and arts organisations contributed to the development process
by leveraging one or more of these five elements as they learnt
more about the technology which companies brought to the
Arts & Business

MacCormack, A., Forbath, T. & Brooks, P.K. (2007). Innovation through Global
Collaboration: A new source of competitive advantage. Harvard Business
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MacCormack, A., Forbath, T. & Brooks, P.K. (2007). Innovation through Global
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School: Boston

5
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6

4	Experimenting: Great innovators and their companies
believe that a culture of experimentation is essential to their
work, which means that they are not afraid of dead-ends and
failures as part of a learning process
5	Networking: Innovators take the time to find and test
new ideas through a network of diverse individuals who
encourage different perspectives.

12

table. Similarly, technologists from companies often developed a
deeper understanding of their technologies or audiences’ needs
through the same process.
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Chesbrough, H.W (2006). Open Business Models: how to thrive in the new
innovation landscape. Harvard Business School: Boston
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Dyer, J.H., Gregersen, H.B. & Christensen, C.M (2009). The innovator’s DNA.
Harvard Business Review. 87(12), p61-67
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Mapping the partnership landscape
Introduction
The success of collaborative models established in recent times by
companies as diverse as IBM, Amazon, Procter & Gamble, Boeing,
Google and eBay is fundamentally changing how business thinks
about partnerships with organisations that have traditionally not
been part of their environment.10 A new prerogative is emerging in
an age of user-generated content, iPhone apps and real-time social
media networking. Business is finding that organisations with
cultures and people radically different from their own are providing
fresh and challenging perspectives which lead to innovation.
Cultural organisations in particular can provide the creative friction
that encourages companies to think outside of the box. As one
multi-national ICT company put it:
“When we developed a website with the museum, the creativity of
the museum staff pushed us to develop new technological solutions,
which we would not have considered previously.”
The benefits for businesses engaging with the UK’s cultural
industries are multi-layered, as highlighted by the following quote
from the same ICT company:11
“[Through our educational programmes with museums] we ensure
that the next generation of physicists, engineers, computer scientists
get a better standard of education which will improve the workforce
in the future. We also benefit from publicity by having our logos on
equipment and having TV and paper press articles, if the project is a
big one. These collaborations are consistent with the message we are
already sending out in the media. Our partners benefit a great deal
from having our specialist equipment and expertise to develop their
educational tools.”
Large and complicated businesses as well as start-ups are on the
look-out for relationships with cultural organisations that transcend
traditional one-way investment arrangements. They have realised
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there is much they can learn from cultural organisations, much they
can share to help the arts become more self-sufficient over the longterm and that there are many ways of doing this.
What makes these types of partnerships unique?
The partnerships between business and cultural organisations
which have a technological element at their heart can take many
forms and are determined by the goals the two organisations set
out to achieve. As Clare Reddington of Watershed puts it:
“It would be foolish to fixate on the technology as the means to
innovation. One should rather place ideas and content at the centre
of a partnership, which is only as exciting as the product which
is created.”
Organisations can set aside traditional transactional models where
the payment of a fee or sponsorship is the key driver. Engaging
as equal partners in an open collaborative model can allow each
partner to share in the best of their expertise and reap the rewards
of success. Indeed, the four partnerships that were described as
breaking down after the completion of an initial project are stronger
examples of transactional rather than collaborative relationships,
in which one partner firmly expected the other to deliver on a very
specific service and was resistant to working together on a solution.
They highlight how transactional models may become unattractive
to the most innovative partners in a new operating landscape where
collaborative thinking is becoming the norm.
The following exhibit illustrates the four broad objectives of the 19
partnerships explored in this research. These categories are not
mutually exclusive and partnerships can manifest aspects of each of
these categories depending on the objectives of a specific project.
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Cryptic and
Whitespace
folly and Axiom
tech
Manchester
Camerata and
UKFast
Examples:
The Lowry and
Go2Give
Sounds of
Progress and
Seesound SL

Social media and digital platforms
Businesses offer in-kind sponsorship of hardware,
software, web design, e-commerce and social
communities. Innovative sites also become
case studies to expand sales opportunities,
while expensive upfront investment can
often be recouped through maintenance and
service fees. Cultural organisations can offer
corporate hospitality, publicity opportunities and
opportunities to strengthen business’ brands and
reputations. Knowledge can be transferred about
creating and delivering effective online marketing
strategies.

Examples:

Specific product design
Cultural organisations have unique operating
environments and audience segments. They
also have different objectives to commercial
organisations. These represent commercial
opportunities for businesses looking to expand
their markets and develop new products. A
cultural partner can help facilitate product design
and testing in a live environment which can help
accelerate the speed at which a product can be
taken to market.

Examples:

Future
Everything
and business
partners
FACT and
business
partners
Hide&Seek,
Punchdrunk
and HP Labs

FutureLab
and Microsoft
Cornerhouse,
Lovebytes,
Apple and
HP Labs
Calvium and
FutureLab

Technological innovation and play
Taking technology out of its day-to-day
applications in business and giving artists,
children, festival goers etc. a chance to play with
it, presents opportunities for innovation to be
unlocked and commercial partnerships to open
up. This can be done by placing new software
into installations and educational products which
engage or interact with audiences and consumers
in new ways. By shifting the context of work to
creative play, technology experts are also freed to
experiment outside of their usual business lines,
which may improve staff satisfaction and retention.
Educational engagement
With cultural organisations, businesses are
placing themselves at the centre of educational
programmes that activate children’s experiences
of culture. They do this not only to build
relationships with young audiences but to also
raise the quality of potential future employees
and technology users.
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Mapping the partnership landscape
Collaboration to produce new technologies or products
Of the 19 collaborations that were reviewed, 14 were focused on a
form of product development. Four of these were about improving
a cultural organisation’s website in some way, by creating social
media applications, e-commerce portals or online communities for
subscribers. In other cases, cultural organisations are transforming
themselves into innovation hubs to create new products with their
business partners and test these with a captive audience.
Partners often decided to move away from a transactional model to
a collaborative relationship because each identified an opportunity
to stretch their thinking or improve on what they already had. For
example, Whitespace, a web design and social media company,
originally won the tender to develop website applications for
Cryptic, a music theatre in Glasgow. Cryptic’s design needs
encouraged Whitespace to develop wholly new applications and
integrations of website functionality. As such, the relationship
developed into a partnership focused on testing the limits of what
could be achieved.
FutureEverything is what might be termed a hybrid organisation,
sitting within the cultural space as a festival but it is also an
innovation centre. It maintains what it calls a Living Laboratory,
devising innovations in art, society and technology, which it
tests with the public through participatory experiments. The
organisation has established over 40 partnerships, including
collaborations with the BBC, Yamaha and the British Computing
Society, bringing together artists and technologists to introduce
new ideas to the market.
By focusing on innovation and product development, both partners
can position themselves as thought-leaders in their respective fields.
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Educational engagement
Six of the 19 collaborations had a strong educational element
to them, in which cultural organisations facilitated engagement
between school children, digital technology and the arts.
Businesses supplied the equipment, software and technical
expertise to make installations in return for valuable co-branding
opportunities. The reputation of these businesses is also enhanced
by their giving back to communities, which in turn generates press
coverage. In this sense, a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
budget can be stretched the extra mile, because a technology
company is not only seen as supporting the arts but also providing
education, while showcasing and selling their latest products and
helping with the digital skills agenda.
Collaboration to produce a work of art
Nine of the 19 observed collaborations had an artistic output
at the heart of the collaboration – whether this was a digital or
technologically complex installation or a video game used in the
education of school children. The artist Wendy Kirkup collaborated
with Siemens to produce Echo, a short film made entirely of ECHO
imagery (sonar and ultrasound technology) taken of her body.
Dogwoof, a social media enterprise distributing ethical films,
collaborated with The Co-operative to source and disseminate
award-winning documentaries. FutureLab, a not-for-profit
educational games developer, created in partnership with HP Labs
a computer game called Savannah, which taught children about
natural history. The arts festival FutureEverything has designed
a variety of interactive installations with business partners from
green watches that sense pollution to Climate Bubbles.
When artists conceive a project that is reliant on software or
hardware, businesses can help execute the project in exchange
for PR and marketing opportunities or even full or part ownership
of the underlying IP. A digital art object can also be duplicated
across a variety of digital spaces and be used in a number of
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Mapping the partnership landscape
different ways, opening up a variety of business opportunities. For
example, the Savannah application, which FutureLab developed
in conjunction with HP is still being used as an educational
tool, but HP took full ownership of the software IP with an eye
to developing different genres for the game that could be played
across a variety of mobile devices. Such collaborations are a readymade marketing and commercial opportunities.
Collaboration to engage with audiences and consumers
When a business or cultural organisation identifies audiences
it wants to engage but is not currently reaching, it can often do
so faster and more cheaply by negotiating a collaboration with
a partner already well-positioned in that space. They might, for
example, gain access to younger audiences, more technologically
skilled groups or affluent audiences. In so doing, they not only
gain access to each other’s target audiences but other secondary
audiences such as suppliers and employees are also engaged.
Partnerships can be particularly valuable to those who have not
operated in a specific region before, enabling them to gain a
foothold in new markets. In this piece of research two international
technology companies without regional offices in the UK
collaborated with cultural organisations to expand their business
here. Companies and cultural organisations can, through their
partnerships, emphasise their belonging in a community and thus
strengthen their reputation amongst local consumers.
As an example, The Lowry, a contemporary arts centre in
Manchester, and Go2Give, a social enterprise that sprung from a
barcode technology company, created a volunteer management
system which helps with volunteer administration. The Lowry’s
volunteers can now book shifts remotely and have learnt valuable
ICT skills. Microsoft uses collaborations with British artists and
cultural organisations to reinforce the message that it is not only a
multi-national but a business interested in the local arts.

Virtual audiences and consumers are increasingly important to
businesses and cultural organisations, but many of them are still
to develop strategies and policies that help them engage with
online groups. By partnering with organisations that have well
established online brands or social media expertise, they can
leverage these.
Though not explored in this research, the National Theatre’s
NT Live pilot shows that theatrical performances can be
successfully relayed to multiple audiences around the globe
without a significant negative impact on the experience. Those
who viewed the performances in cinemas reported higher levels
of engagement with the material than those in the theatre, who
were more interested in seeing the live performances of the
actors. Cinema-goers also indicated a high likelihood of wanting
to see more performances live after watching the broadcast. The
experiment exposed the theatre to lower-income audiences or
those geographically distant.12
Collaboration to improve processes
Companies have experience in advanced business processes
and strategies, as well as the application of digital technology to
improve operations and the arts can learn much from them. Ten
of the 19 business partners reviewed in this research frequently
shared business and technological expertise with their cultural
partners. That transfer of skills and systems takes many forms,
from the actual implementation of software that improves
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems, to free
workshops on social media and marketing strategy. Businesses
were keen to provide such support, often suggesting that the
strategic insight they are willing to share would be of greater
benefit to the future sustainability of the arts than if they had a
traditional sponsorship arrangement.
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Mapping the partnership landscape
Bartering and in-kind support
The most common arrangements between partners were in-kind
arrangements, whereby partners barter services that loosely equal
the costs of services rendered. In some cases, there were hardly
any financial transactions between the two organisations or
these were heavily discounted in exchange for goods, services or
corporate hospitality benefits. Hence, free tickets can, for example,
be exchanged for extra hours spent on technical support. Charges
can be foregone for a share in the product that is being developed;
development costs can be foregone in exchange for a license to
use the IP or even control of the entire IP.
Branding, marketing, publicity and access to some contacts in a
sector can also be bartered in exchange for equipment or technical
expertise. In each of these cases, the mix of bartered services
and payments is heavily influenced by the needs of the project
and the capabilities of organisations to provide each other with
advantageous goods or services.
Collaborations mean long-term relationships
The literature on effective innovative partnerships suggests that
long-term collaboration sits at the heart of such relationships,
if they are to be successful. Evidence of this emerged from the
observed case studies. Of the 19 collaborations, 14 have lasted
longer than a year, with the oldest relationships stretching back
12 years and the average falling around three years. Of the
collaborations that were described as difficult, all of them petered
out in under a year.13
The staying power of these collaborations is important to note, as
these long-term relationships are likely to generate efficiencies for
both organisations in future projects.
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“The important thing was to realise that as the two teams worked
together, the lines became blurred: within the project there was
no longer a clear distinction if you were a folly or Axiom person.
This meant that we allowed folly staff to work on our servers, for
example, which we would normally never allow. They in turn gave
us open access to people within their organisation to help get a
better understanding of what folly required from the project.
It helped us interpret things better.”
– Des Gregory, Director, Axiom Tech
The above quote illustrates how organisations in the most effective
partnerships become extensions of each other as external skills
are incorporated.
See for example, the online communities that IBM has built around its
Smarter Planet drive and the company’s collaboration with the open source
Linux community; Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud, which allows any user
to access to the company’s computing capacity to develop e-commerce
products; Proctor & Gamble’s highly successful Connect and Develop
programme which has thrown open its bank of unused patents to other
companies who may be able to develop new products from these.

10 

See also Professor Schiuma’s work for Arts & Business,
Mapping Arts-Based Initiatives

11 

Bakhshi, H. Mateos-Garcia, J. & Throsby, D. (2010). Beyond Live: digital
Innovation in the performing arts. London: NESTA

12 

One new partnership that was described as successful lasted for less than a
year but this was because the specific aims of the project were short-term and
future collaboration has not been ruled out in the future.

13 

Delivering successful partnerships
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CLOUD, 2008, Kinetic sculpture; British Airways Terminal 5, London. Image courtesy: British Airways and Troika
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Delivering successful partnerships
Collaborations with digital technologies at their heart can be an exciting
place for organisations to be, but partners can rush into a relationship
without a clear understanding of what they want to achieve. They must
take the time to match their strategic objectives and organisational cultures
to ensure that the relationship will last.
Identify opportunities for collaboration
This section provides seven actions which organisations can take
to ensure that their partnerships are successful. These actions
closely correspond to the recommendations made by business
researchers examining the value of collaborative models of work
and innovation discussed earlier. They also need to consider how
important stakeholders will perceive the relationship.
“They ‘get it’ therefore it’s a much easier partnership. We’re both
Manchester organisations – it’s a local thing – so they get how
we fit into the scene. It’s been easier than other commercial
partnerships. They like us and want us to do well. Branding is not
their main driver. Obviously we have their logo on the website and
so on, but it doesn’t feel like it’s about that.”
– Manager, Manchester Camerata
“The company is the type of brand that we want to work with;
it doesn’t conflict with the issues that we care about - that was
a massive reason why we were open to the partnership; they
genuinely care about the same things that we care about.
We wouldn’t be able to work with a company that didn’t share
those interests.”
– Director, Dogwoof

Finding an organisation that shares a common set of beliefs is
essential, because this will often provide the cement that binds
the two organisations closer together and makes the goals of a
project clearer.
Where shared values are lacking, the relationship often quickly
becomes overly formalised. Communication can break down
and self-interest pursued, which more often than not leads to the
break-up of the relationship. One contemporary arts organisation
found they had little in common with their sponsor:
“The guys were very boring, corporate types. You had to ask
yourself, how has this sponsorship deal been made? It was a
weird fit; they would complain, ‘there are people with blue hair
walking round’ and we’d be like ‘of course there are, this is [a
contemporary arts organisation]’.”
Both cultural organisations and businesses must also evaluate
the strength of their brand against that of a potential partner
to decide how these will be affected by collaboration. The
evidence suggests that organisations are more interested in
finding complementary brands rather than large distinctive
organisations. The Lowry, for example, partnered with a
relatively unknown technology company, Go2Give, while The
Co-operative partnered with Dogwoof, a much smaller social
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Delivering successful partnerships
enterprise with the same passion for ethical campaigning.
Microsoft has partnered with a variety of groups, from large
cultural organisations to little known artists. On the other hand,
Cornerhouse and Apple, as well as FACT (The Foundation for Art
and Creative Technology) and BT, all have strong brands in their
areas. The point is that partners are able to bring something to
the partnership which is useful to the success of a project. For
this reason, smaller flexible technology companies are often in a
good position to capitalise on their association with larger, more
well-established cultural organisations.

“There were regular meetings and dialogues with different partners.
As partners, we were very dispersed geographically. I spent time
in the first stage setting up a statement of what the project was
going to achieve – a process of getting people to agree. This took
longer than expected. It was calculated to give scope for confusion
and cross-purposes, so those things wouldn’t close the project
down. We might not have gotten to the place we wanted to, or
changed direction, but as long as the starting point was clear, we
knew what we were working towards.”
– ex-Director, FACT

Formalise the relationship
As informal as a partnership might be at the beginning, it
is highly recommended that organisations formalise the
relationship as soon as possible and create an organisational
memory of projects. This should be done even if it is within a
framework of agreements that allow a great degree of flexibility. If
a framework is not set up, the partnership risks losing direction,
miscommunication and valuable time at critical stages of the
project. Learnings may also not be properly transferred to future
projects.

Strict contractual timescales, budgets and objectives inherent in
transactional models can scupper innovative thinking because
it can prevent new ideas that emerge during the development
process from being properly explored. For this reason a degree of
flexibility needs to be built into the project plan so that partners
can change direction if more interesting opportunities present
themselves. However, unclear objectives can be disruptive,
especially if starting points are unclear, responsibilities not
clearly delineated and end-goals vague.

For many years, FACT had a very loose arrangement with its
partners, but as its collaborations became more dispersed and
fragmentary, the organisation began to formalise its relationships
with technology partners and the artists it was supporting.
The result gave each party a better understanding of what was
expected from them and what needed to be achieved.

Develop a clear business strategy for the project
All of the organisations that described their collaborations
as successful placed good planning at the centre of their
partnerships. This is especially true when a smaller organisation
is matched with a larger one. Smaller organisations, for example,
can respond to changes more quickly, while a variety of checks
and balances exist within larger organisations. One large
organisation collaborating with a smaller technology company
noted that smaller organisations often forget to factor in the
longer lead-times they need when clearing press-releases or
project decisions.
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Delivering successful partnerships
On the other hand, a cultural organisation highlighted how
its relationship with a major ICT company broke down when
each focused on their demarcated project milestones without
working towards a common objective. Communication became
more strained when disputes over the positioning of logos on
the cultural organisation’s website surfaced. At first, the cultural
organisation thought this had to do with the nature of a large
multi-national, but subsequent successful collaborations with
Microsoft and others have disproved this theory. From this
experience, it has learnt to:
“Establish what you want up front and set expectations early on.
Set how each organisation is going to be credited. Make sure
you retain some leverage over the content and the software that
underlies it.”
However, in the majority of cases, the size of the partners did
not represent a massive impediment as long as communication
channels were open and each team took into account the needs
of the other.
Deciding early on whether a relationship is transactional or
collaborative will ensure that expectations are properly managed.
In a traditional service model, there are clear briefs, funding,
timelines and milestones. Any deviation from these parameters
invites re-scoping and additional costs. However, if the
relationship is to truly unlock innovation that is of mutual benefit,
a high degree of uncertainty comes into play and that demands
flexibility in scope.
“It’s easier going with a traditional delivery model: you have your
hours of development, there’s a focus on fixed design specs,
proposals and testing. It’s a mandatory way of work. But it
wouldn’t have allowed us to achieve what we set out to do. At
the beginning, aligning expectations was a significant aspect
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of the project. Since we hadn’t formalised anything upfront, we
sometimes had to do this on a weekly or even daily basis. But
looking back that process allowed us to get where we wanted to be.”
– Des Gregory, Director, Axiom Tech
There is a strong business case for ensuring that both sides have
a clear understanding of each other’s project aims, the strengths
and weaknesses that each organisation brings and what their
capacities are for funding and human capital.
Identify the responsibilities of equal partners
Partners that described their collaborations as a success
highlighted the egalitarian quality of their work. It was clear
from the outset of their projects that each party was bringing a
unique set of skills to the table. They identified what resources
would be needed to complete the project and evaluated what
each could contribute, whether this was funding, human capital,
technological expertise, equipment, marketing expertise, an
understanding of a given sector or simply useful contacts that
could be leveraged. In the case of Axiom Tech and folly, the
technology company contributed technical expertise and extra
work hours to see the project through, while folly contributed
experience with audiences and the arts sector, as well as a
substantial network of contacts for onward sales of the product
once it was completed.
Trust appears to develop very quickly where there is an
egalitarian approach. Axiom Tech described how the lines
between the two organisations blurred making it possible to
work more productively and innovatively, as each party could
spontaneously test new ideas as they emerged. Dogwoof and
The Co-operative both emphasised the importance of the balance
of their relationship, even if The Co-operative is a much larger
organisation.
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“We put a lot of effort and resource into the partnership. It was a
collaborative partnership; there was a less commercial aim – we
wanted to use each other’s resources to achieve what we wanted.
It wasn’t just a transaction.”
– Director, Dogwoof
Similarly, Manchester Camerata believe that a professional
attitude to the in-kind sponsorship they received helped the
website, which was developed, to achieve the success it has.
They emphasised how UKFast treated them as they would any
other client, even though all the work that was done on the
website was pro bono.
Establish an open source and experimental culture
As robust as agreements should be at the start of a venture
and as clearly defined as the strategy for success should be,
collaborative partnerships need flexibility and a willingness to
risk budgets and time. This is especially important when new
types of media platforms, websites, social communities and other
technological innovations are being built.
“The agreements we set up were robust project plans and estimates.
Then it got forgotten about in terms of hours spent on it.”
– Creative Director, Whitespace
When the partners keep an eye on the ultimate goal of the
project, which is in most cases not simply the completion
of a product or service, an experimental culture can flourish
that can lead to unexpected success. In Whitespace’s case,
the organisation admits the time and resources it eventually
committed to their project with Cryptic was not commercially
viable if sustained over a longer period of time. However, the
effort helped the company develop a new approach to integrating
social media platforms, which ultimately will help the company

improve its services to all its clients in the future.
One artist believes that the relationship with her commissioning
partner, not her technology partner, provided the experimental
environment she needed to be creative.
“It was blue-skies research without the obligation to make a show.
It was the lack of constraints that made it so creative. The most
creative, innovative, sustainable work comes from a different
place, an unrestrained place.”
This artist and another arts organisation also noted that
relationships in which failure is not an option stifles innovation.
Communicate clearly throughout
Eight of the 19 partnerships observed that collaborations
placed great emphasis on the need for frequent communication,
especially in initial stages when expectations need to be outlined
and organisations get a grasp of each other’s cultures. As before,
this is especially true when a digital platform is being developed
for a cultural organisation and the interface must be limited to
what can be achieved within a specific budget.
“A technology project can grow arms and legs to become scoped
beyond feasibility. There is an easy way though: communicating
and remitting parameters of the project at the beginning.”
– Creative Director, Whitespace
“We learned to be mindful of personal relationships and how you
get on with people is very important. When considering project
ideas, we have as a consideration whether we think we can work
with them – whether they are reliable and if we gel with them.
That could make or break a project before it’s even begun.”
– Associate, FutureLab
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Delivering successful partnerships
Microsoft believes it has generally had very fruitful collaborations
with all its partners because the company emphasises
transparency and being very clear from the outset as to what it
aims to achieve through the relationship – an approach that is
echoed by other successful partnerships in this research.
Establish a framework for intellectual property early
Establishing IP is especially important for organisations working
on digital projects, because any digital content or innovation has
the potential of being very quickly and easily replicated and sold
elsewhere, to the detriment of the partner who does not own a
share of the IP.
Companies that successfully negotiated issues around
intellectual property appear to have embraced many of the
principles of open collaboration endorsed by experts earlier.
Though some shied away from an overly formalised process
of laying down terms and conditions covering every aspect of
intellectual property, all of them put into place some form of legal
agreement to protect themselves in the event of a breakdown in
the relationship.
The form and structure of IP arrangements in these
collaborations vary and depend largely on the assets
organisations can bring to the table and what they set out to
achieve. For example, Apple and the contemporary arts and
film centre Cornerhouse have a very loose arrangement with
regards to their education centres. FutureLab and HP Labs
negotiated very specific contracts in which FutureLab owned
the intellectual property of the product they produced, while the
underlying software platform which made Savannah work was
entirely owned by HP, so that they could design similar games
for commercial application later on. In the case of BT, FACT and

their collaborating artists, the organisations established threeway contracts with a simple underlying rule: what you bring is
your own; what you take away from it, you share.
Des Gregory, Director at Axiom Tech, emphasised the
importance of trust over and above legal documentation:
“Trust has to be earned and that gets tested through the course of
a project. Developing the right mood of trust not only releases the
companies to work freely and collaboratively, it allows them to
work more productively. If you get bogged down in IP then you can
kill off innovation.”
The company embraces a principle that has made IBM, Amazon
and Google figureheads of collaborative models – they endorse
an open source approach to partnerships and shy away from
a repeat licensing model that depends heavily on guarded
intellectual property.
This is not to say that partners should wholly forgo a detailed
discussion on intellectual property. Eleven of the 19 observed
partnerships came to some sort of general agreement either
before launching their projects or in their set-up phase.

Pitfalls to avoid
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Jason Bruges Studio, Mirror Mirror, 2009. Commissioned by the V&A in partnership with SAP
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Pitfalls to avoid
Following are six common pitfalls which businesses and cultural
organisations have identified as potential barriers to collaboration.
Suggestions for steps that can be taken to mitigate these risks have
also been provided.
Make sure to understand your partner’s context and the
objectives of the project
Businesses often do not understand the dynamics of cultural
organisations and the working habits of artists, who often
operate on limited funds and stretched resources. Where
businesses tend to work as large organisational teams in which
an idea belongs to the business, artists can be guarded about
their intellectual freedom and weary of undue commercial
influence. On the other hand, cultural organisations often do
not take into account the responsibilities that commercial teams
have to wider stakeholders and that tight timescales and budget
margins cannot afford setbacks or an overly experimental
approach.
“Business often sees artists as being hippy or risqué; you have
to be careful to make the right noises.”
“I understand what artists get from this, but I wonder what
businesses will get? There’s a big problem with this, which is
that a lot of artists don’t want to be hampered by fulfilling
someone else’s brief. A lot of artistic work is experimental or
doesn’t really work.”

The teams involved, including members from different
departments of the partner organisations need to understand
exactly what the project is for, what the outcomes will be and
how the organisation will capitalise on a final product. Failure
to understand the context and objectives of a project can result
in a breakdown of communication and eventually bring the
project to a halt.
For example, a contemporary arts organisation developed an
interactive installation in partnership with a technology business
which was to be placed in a public area. The installation
would allow the public to feed messages into it and have them
broadcast live. The artists and technicians were on the verge of
completing the project when the cultural organisation’s marketing
team decided there was an opportunity to run advertising in
between the public messages. This had not been agreed by the
artists nor the technology company.
However, because much of the funding for the project had come
out of the cultural organisation’s marketing budget, the marketing
team pursued the issue aggressively and the project foundered.
The failure of the project was attributed to a marketing and
communication team which did not fully understand the nuances
of collaborative works of art, where the successful installation is
the key reputation driver, not the advertising.
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Pitfalls to avoid
Only four of the 22 cultural organisations and artists that
were interviewed expressed a distrust of collaborating with
businesses, following poor experiences. Three of 18 interviewed
businesses reported poor experiences. The majority of
interviewees reported that as long as objectives were clearly laid
out at the beginning of a project, teams could work towards a
common goal.
Actions to mitigate the pitfall:
•	Ensure that all stakeholders on all sides of a partnership
have been adequately briefed
•	Key milestones are important to the success of a project, but
a degree of flexibility can be introduced in between these, to
allow teams to work towards goals in a way that lets
creativity flourish

“It wasn’t too positive, really. We didn’t deal with [the company]
a lot after the initial meeting. The main challenge was that our
primary contact was a difficult person: obstructive, hard to
communicate with. They probably didn’t think it was necessary to
meet so often. On some projects we do daily catch-up calls but it
wasn’t like that with them.”
An artist who was commissioned to deliver a piece of work
that required the use of highly sensitive equipment approached
a manufacturer to facilitate access to the imaging equipment
needed. She described the company’s reaction as abrupt and
unresponsive, even when she could prove that the work would
form part of a major installation being planned for an arts
festival. Even when an internal champion finally assisted her,
after identifying opportunities to use the installation in sales
pitches, the company as a whole distanced itself from the
relationship.

•	Lay out clearly the timelines that are needed to achieve
goals and why they have been set. Expectations of a typical
working week during the progress of a project should also
be addressed

Actions to mitigate the pitfall:
•	Ensure that an egalitarian relationship is maintained
throughout the project

•	If collaboration is to be fostered, generous timescales need
to be established.

•	Communication should be as inclusive of all stakeholders as
possible

Make sure that communication channels remain open
Irregular and combative communication quickly leads to negative
friction between people, which results in a work environment that
is unpleasant rather than inspirational. Poor communication was
the most frequently cited reason for the permanent breakdown
of relationships between organisations. In this piece of research,
there was a higher incidence of these breakdowns between large
corporate entities and smaller cultural organisations or artists.

•

Future trends
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Schedule regular catch-up meetings and stick to these

•	Communicate expectations and setbacks as and when they
arise
•	Keep the project goals to hand. They will ensure that each
party has a definitive context for difficult decisions that may
have to be made.
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Pitfalls to avoid
Staff continuity and organisational history
In traditional transactional models of service delivery, staff
members often move freely in and out of the project. But
abrupt staff changes can considerably disrupt a collaborative
partnership when a person with vital information and experience
leaves. This is especially true in small teams that typically run on
tight funds and are delivering to difficult timescales, as well as
projects where a technology-intensive brief exists, such as coding
or website design.
One way to mitigate this risk is to build up a project history
in the form of a manual. FACT produced such a document in
the first 18 months of ITEM, but team members discontinued
contributing to it due to lack of time and resources afterwards.
A team leader now finds this regrettable, as the project became
more complicated and a clear line of sight to the ultimate aims of
the project was lost.
“The whole project was not archived correctly. There is a hard copy
catalogue of the first year but not of the rest. This is regrettable for
us because the research information is now difficult to retrieve.”
– Team Leader, FACT

Actions to mitigate the pitfall:
•	Create a well signposted archive of key correspondence
•	Make sure that telephone conversations are adequately
noted; send a confirmation email detailing what was said
•	Where possible, ensure that at least two team members are
knowledgeable about a given area of the project. Preferably,
they would be team members from each participating
organisation.
Avoid an over-emphasis on branding
A number of cultural organisations stressed that branding
agreements can quickly become a corrosive dispute if a partner
is overly focused on the positioning of its logos. Cultural
organisations can feel that this detracts from the overall aims of
any given project.
“They all want their logos at the top of the website. It’s so
ridiculous! It looks horrible. Everyone cares about advertising so
much.”

Future trends
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Aside from project aims becoming blurry, key strategic decisions
are forgotten and learnings are wasted when new projects come
along. Creating an organisational history of the collaboration
should be treated as a strategic priority to help organisations
refine their approach next time around.

It is a view echoed by businesses too. A Director at Microsoft
believes that there is a danger that very strong art brands will be
aggressively pursued in future by less reputable business brands
which want to attach themselves to that identity.
“There’s going to be a lot of art brands that have protected
themselves and they’re going to be offered a lot of money to share
the value of their brands.”
The relationship between Dogwoof and The Co-operative shows
that complementary objectives can mitigate concerns about
branding agreements.
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Pitfalls to avoid
“It has been better than others – we are culturally well-aligned.
Other partnerships have been more difficult. When we’ve worked
with cultural organisations, they have no commercial sense – they
just want to create something interesting. If it’s a big brand, they
don’t want to listen to how to market the films that we do – for
them it’s about advertising; for us it’s not.”
– Managing Director, Dogwoof
Co-branding is a key reason why businesses enter into
partnerships with cultural organisations and so early discussions
about positioning and advertising are essential. Businesses,
however, need to be aware that too strong a marketing campaign
might disrupt the unique flavour of the organisation they
originally set out to work with and even the project itself.
One digital arts organisation put it this way:
“Cultural organisations need to retain their creative integrity and
freedom. Any overt sponsorship that is used by businesses as
a means of marketing can do more harm, where more subtle
support raises the reputation of the business through
philanthropic intentions.”
Actions to mitigate the pitfall:

Arts & Business

“The physical distance between us has been a challenge.
A lot of careful work is necessary. There is no equivalent of our
company in Spain so it’s difficult to explain to them that there is a
generation of professional disabled musicians and that we weren’t
asking for money for social education work. We couldn’t show
them how we work.”
– Gordon Dougall, Founder, Sounds of Progress
Actions to mitigate the pitfall:
•	Attempt to meet at least once, even if this is in an initial
kick-off meeting

•	Negotiate all aspects of branding, marketing and public
relations as soon as possible, so that partners can evaluate
whether the terms are appropriate for them. Stick to these
terms once agreed

•	If communication is to be predominantly by email and
phone, it is even more important that regular updates are
exchanged

•	Business can factor into their marketing strategies the
strength of a cultural organisation’s brand, especially in its
community

•	Depending on the nature of the project, timescales for
projects should be more generous than usual to account
for the difficulty of communicating.

•	Get the balance right. Advertising that is too aggressive
may put off audiences.
29

Take the geographical location of the team into account
The two organisations interviewed that had geographically
dispersed arrangements cited this as a challenge that needed
to be resolved. Though both FACT and Sounds of Progress
(a Scottish music theatre that brings together musicians with
impairments) would describe their partnerships with businesses
in other locations successful, they believe that not being able
to meet their partners in person drew out the timelines of their
projects. Even something as relatively simple as getting hard
copies of terms and conditions to each other took longer
than expected.
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Pitfalls to avoid
Commit to a project wholeheartedly
Organisations that experienced severe complications in their
collaborations were generally not inclined to participate in this
research, but information from the two that did share insights
suggests that a key reason why projects fail is that one partner is
not fully committed, or provides sub-standard resources.
One major contemporary arts organisation in London was
initially pleased to secure a partnership with a multi-national ICT
company, who provided computers and maintenance in return
for a chance to use the organisation’s space for development
teams and corporate hospitality events. However, it emerged that
the computers and their operating systems were outdated. Not
only did the arts organisation not benefit from the computers,
the ICT company could not use the space provided to them for a
showroom; since the equipment was of older stock, it would not
have projected the right image as cutting-edge technology and so
the collaboration was discontinued.
In another instance, a well-established art gallery was given free
access to a CRM system, along with computers to run it, to help
gather more detailed information about visitors. In exchange
for this, the ICT company hoped to use them as a showcase to
other cultural organisations and establish a market for its CRM
product. However, the ICT company did not fully understand
the limitations of the software it had recently purchased from
the US and the company charged the gallery high fees for the
maintenance of the CRM database. When the gallery began to
grow, it emerged that the software could not adequately deal with
the higher volumes of information. Consequently, the database
had to be migrated, at unexpected cost, to a better system.

The gallery is of the opinion that had it put the database out to
tender in the first place, rather than taking in-kind sponsorship,
it would have saved money and hassle in the long-term.
“Corporate money comes at a cost. You won’t have full back-up
and support unless it’s really high profile and can’t be allowed
to fail. If it’s not in the front of people’s minds it slips down the
agenda... you become a second rate client.”
To avoid this pitfall, the gallery suggested that any kind of pro
bono support should be evaluated to the same level of rigour as
a paid-for service. In some cases transactional relationships are
more appropriate than collaborative ones.
Actions to mitigate the pitfall:
•	Businesses need to carefully evaluate the resources they can
commit before entering into collaborative partnerships. They
need to ask themselves: can the resources they are able to
provide project the image they want?
•	Cultural organisations should approach in-kind sponsorship
as they would any other commercial transaction – is the
agreement transparent and are there hidden costs?

Benefits to business partners
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Cao Fei, RMB City: Overview 02, SecondLife Video Still, Courtesy of RMB City © 2008. RMB City is an art community in the 3-D virtual world of Second Life and was realised
by Beijing-based artist Cao Fei as a public platform for creativity.
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Benefits to business partners
There are real commercial opportunities in collaborating with
cultural organisations on digital projects. The case studies suggest
that cultural organisations are not only looking for a variety of
tailored solutions to their needs but they are often uncovering new
business opportunities which potentially have much wider commercial
applications. The following is a detailed discussion of the most
prominent benefits for businesses.
Employee satisfaction and retention
When businesses move from a transactional relationship with a
cultural organisation into collaborative work, they are exposed to
radically different ways of working. Employees are encouraged to
think and act outside of their comfort zone. Though this can cause
some friction in the beginning, businesses have reported that, on
the whole, it is a positive experience for the company and staff.
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“Our software engineers were scared about the project at first and
said that they didn’t know how to do it, that it wasn’t possible.
It was a challenge to get them to think outside the box.
Then everything turned out to be possible and we achieved
everything we wanted to do.”
– Managing Director, Go2Give
“The biggest benefit was exposing the creative team to a more
diverse client team. It was something to get passionate about –
and getting tickets to the performances enriched what we do and
the experiences of our staff.”
– Creative Director, Whitespace
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“[Working with the arts], it does make you feel better about
what you’re doing. It’s not just about the bottom line and
making money.”
– Director, Microsoft
By creating interesting work environments and opportunities
for unusual interactions, companies can make staff feel highly
valued and promote a workplace atmosphere that contributes to
the brand.
Creating a test bed for new products and taking them to market
A collaboration which has technology at its heart has great
potential to lead to new innovations, insights and processes
because two very different organisations with particular skillsets
bring unique perspectives to the table. Such partnerships free up
organisations from standard project delivery frameworks to take a
more experimental approach, which encourages staff to push the
envelope on what they have delivered so far. These new products
can range from new software developments, e-commerce
functionality and support for social media communities to more
radical inventions.
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Benefits to business partners
“You get to work with creative people who can help you think
through some of your business problems. I’m limited by the way
I think as a person employed by Microsoft for years. An arts
organisation will approach a problem so differently. The creativity
that they add to business problems is fantastic.”
– Director, Microsoft
As examples, Go2Give is now selling the volunteer management
system it created in collaboration with The Lowry to other
organisations that depend on volunteers. Axiom Tech invested
time and money beyond the brief to help create Love Culture,
an online community for culture enthusiasts, in return for the
maintenance contract for the software, which is set to grow as
other host organisations join the community.
By collaborating with a cultural organisation, businesses give
themselves and their employees the opportunity to stretch their
thinking, providing them with a chance to test new approaches,
gain valuable experience and possibly develop a full product that
is commercially sustainable.
Building reputation and brand awareness in new markets
Partnerships with cultural organisations are a complex mash of
opportunities and depending on the success of the partnership
and the strength of the emergent relationship, the benefits
of the association may last well beyond the completion of an
initial project. Small businesses especially have reported that
successful projects have converted their cultural partners
into strong advocates who often actively showcase their work.
These endorsements were also reported to lead to new business.

Developing business eco-systems
One major multi-national ICT company highlighted that they take a
long strategic view when it comes to partnerships with museums.
By making science and technology exciting in exhibition spaces,
they contribute to the education of future scientists, potential
employees and a society that is sufficiently immersed in ICT as to
need its products. In other words, the company is seeding its own
future and through well placed branding, the company hopes to
ensure a life-long association amongst children between a positive
scientific experience and their own brand.
Apple follows a similar approach through its partnership with
Cornerhouse. The two organisations run training sessions for
teachers and students on Apple computers, to encourage them
to use Apple’s applications and technology. The main thrust of
the exercise is sales and building brand loyalty: by giving firsthand experience of working with Apple products in Regional
Training Centres, the workshops provide sales opportunities
to schools. In another collaboration, Apple supplied exhibition
quality computers to Lovebytes, a digital arts organisation
based in Sheffield, along with workshops on the use of its iLife
application. Lovebytes then ran an exhibition on the computers,
again exposing new audiences to Apple’s latest products.
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Benefits to business partners
Creating a beachhead into new geographical markets
Seesound, a major Spanish audio-visual company, has for many
years been trying to break into the UK market, without much
success. However, its association with Sounds of Progress is
beginning to change this. The company built a state-of-the art
studio for the music theatre, while Sounds of Progress spoke at
every available opportunity about the business’ good work.
The organisation has also been actively putting Seesound
in touch with local authorities and councils, to build their
benefactor’s profile in the UK.
In a similar vein, the Canadian projector specialists Christie
Digital has a long-standing relationship with FACT, which uses
the company’s equipment for large-scale installations and events.
Christie then uses the events in sales pitches as case studies of
what its technology can achieve.
Reaching new consumer segments
Businesses are also realising that creative organisations may
already sit very close to the audiences they want to reach.
The Co-operative engaged Dogwoof, which already had its
own audiences committed to social issues, to help source and
distribute ethical film documentaries. The result has been a
series of highly successful co-branded films, one of which was
Oscar-nominated. The films the two partners released not only
appealed to The Co-operative’s membership base, but reached
out to more audiences with a high-impact message than could
not be reached with its print publications alone.

For businesses to reach audiences, they first need to be
identified. To this end, Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) systems which track audience purchase behaviour is vital
to any organisation. A digital technology company sponsored a
CRM system for a gallery, not as a corporate social responsibility
gift, but to build its brand in the arts sector. Though the software
was free, maintenance of the system and hardware were not,
which meant that the company could still generate revenue from
the partnership. Although there were some issues with this
partnership, the blend of in-kind sponsorship and transactional
agreement did enable the partnership to work.
Loss-leader products to generate future income
So called loss-leader projects, such as the digital technology
company’s CRM system, are an opportunity for businesses
to place their product within an arts organisation and recoup
the initial investment through technological support over a
contracted period. Where this becomes a partnership is when the
cultural organisation helps in the development of the product,
or offers to market it in return for discounted prices. Where
cultural organisations have significantly contributed to product
development, companies tended to waive support fees, with a
view to recoup development costs through onward sales.
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Benefits to business partners
Learning alternative work strategies
Not all businesses are at the leading-edge of social media and the
Web 2.0 evolution; they are still trying to understand how they
might leverage these new tools to grow their market share and
reach new consumers. A partnership with an arts organisation
that is well versed in new media can help an organisation
accelerate learning. Though The Co-operative has a long history
campaigning online and offline, Dogwoof’s experience in
marketing film and digital media has helped the company refine
its understanding of digital audiences and how they interact with
new technologies.
FACT believes that its commercial partners also gained
fresh perspectives from working in conjunction with
commissioned artists.

“Artists are restricted by time, money, lack of technology and
expertise. That’s what [our business partners provided]. In turn,
they got the publicity, the knowledge transfer and feedback from
artists into their organisation. These things take time and hard
work, but the fresh perspectives they gained were invaluable.”
– Ex-Director, FACT
Xerox and Eyebeam in the US are both excellent examples of
how artists in residence schemes help companies tap directly
into their creative power. Artistic residencies do, however, pose
difficult decisions for the artist around intellectual property when
they are only a salaried employee and cannot draw future income
from their ideas.

Benefits to cultural organisations
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Still from Cryptic’s website, Black Over Red project. The website was developed through a partnership with Whitespace. Image courtesy of Cryptic.
Screen shot by Ojãrs Jansons/Jãnis Deinats. Video still by Trane House Red.
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Benefits to cultural organisations
Cultural organisations have much to learn from business partners about
business processes, efficiency and productivity, particularly in the field
of digital technology.
Gaining commercial expertise
In cases where a business is more advanced in its understanding
of social media and e-commerce, considerable knowledge
transfer can occur at this level. Marketing strategy, management
consultancy, programming, content management expertises
– these are all skills that businesses can transfer to cultural
organisations.
Though cultural organisations are increasingly commercially-savvy,
they tend not to be as well-versed in marketing and branding
strategy as business. For example, they often lack basic processes
such as CRM systems which enable them to learn more about
their members or subscribers. They are often unable to segment
their markets and create targeted advertising campaigns or
products. They typically do not have an advanced branding
strategy in place which co-ordinates online, below-the-line and
above-the-line advertising.
One business described how cultural organisations can
sometimes believe themselves to be well immersed in the creative
process and in no need of such expertise. However, the company
argues that there are different layers of creativity to a successful
venture and that businesses can help translate creative output into
a broader strategic framework. This includes an understanding of
marketing and branding, the technological limitations of software
and hardware and the commercial viability of a project.

“[Cultural organisations need to realise that] presentation and
design are less important than the product they are presenting.
Take a poster: arts people look at it and see what the artist wants.
Our designers see what the viewer wants to know from
10 meters away.”
Apple is one company that actively promotes knowledge transfer.
Cornerhouse is now invited to Apple’s annual conference as a
partner, which not only gives it access to the latest thinking in
ICT and social media best practice, it is a strong networking
opportunity in the digital media environment.
Securing new revenue streams
There are indications that collaborations with businesses often
result in more beneficial outcomes for cultural organisations over
the long term than simple sponsorship models. Of the 22 cultural
organisations reviewed, eight spoke about digital technology
solutions designed specifically to enhance their revenue streams
and build capacity to reach additional audiences. These tools both
contribute to the sustainability of cultural organisations and move
them towards greater financial independence from traditional
funding streams.
The collaboration between Manchester Camerata and UKFast
led to the complete redesign of the orchestra’s website, which not
only made it look more distinctive and dynamic, but increased
revenue from online sales of CDs and MP3s. The information that
is captured through the CRM system helps the organisation access
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Benefits to cultural organisations
more audiences and helps Camerata segment its customers. No
money changed hands between the two organisations, though
UKFast received free tickets to a variety of shows. Yet over the
long-term Manchester Camerata will generate more revenue and
become a more self-sufficient organisation – a development that
would not necessarily have happened so quickly if UKFast had
simply sponsored them.
Social media tools are being applied in a variety of ways to better
engage with audiences and learn more about them. While banks
and companies like Tesco have been able to track consumer
behaviour in detail for many years using information on their
credit or loyalty cards, cultural organisations have not been able
to segment their audiences to the same depth until the arrival of
relatively cheap CRM software embedded in their websites and
social media platforms.
Cutting costs, improving efficiencies and productivity
The collaboration between Go2Give and The Lowry was unique
compared to the other partnerships explored in this research, in
that the product which was developed was not audience-facing
but specifically designed to ease administrative pressure on The
Lowry. The automated volunteer management system which
replaced the organisation’s outdated paper-based shift system,
which administrated over 300 volunteers, created large efficiencies
for the arts centre and its volunteers.
“The system has revolutionised volunteer coordination. We save
money on budgets from month to month because we pay volunteers’
travel expenses. It saves time: it takes me 15 minutes a week rather
it being 6-10 hours a month. Also, the system is far more accurate
now with far fewer errors.”
– Volunteer Co-ordinator, The Lowry
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A secondary benefit of the project has been that it has provided
internet access and skills training for more than 30 volunteers who
had never used the internet before. The Lowry and Go2Give have
thus also been able to give back to the community. The system is
now being marketed as a fully priced product to other volunteerintensive organisations such as NHS trusts.
Websites that enable e-commerce like the one produced by UKFast
for Manchester Camerata also introduce latent cost efficiencies
and savings because the organisation is able to reach a wider
audience, stay in touch with them more frequently and sell them
more products, without having to recruit a large number
of employees.
Securing technological expertise
Many cultural organisations tend to still focus on traditional
sponsorship when they speak about collaboration. However, one
multi-national ICT company stressed that there is more to be
shared that just cash, knowledge in the long-run can be a more
valuable asset than a flat payment.
“Our main aim in partnerships is knowledge transfer. We provide
equipment, but also consultancy. We can provide strategy and
management expertise. We’d like to see cultural organisations
making more use of those skills.”
Hasan Bakhshi of NESTA believes there is great value for cultural
organisations to be more open to the skills that businesses bring
to partnerships.
“Most cultural organisations at the moment are far behind in their
awareness of technology and it is often not effectively integrated into
their work streams. Depending on the nature of the partnership, the
input of a technology partner may seriously shake up the working of
the arts organisation, although this may well be a positive thing.”
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Benefits to cultural organisations
Cryptic received an improved website from its partner Whitespace,
but it has also benefitted from social media marketing courses that
the company gives.
“The tangible benefit was the improved website, but we value
the non-tangible aspects more, our relationship with Whitespace.
We both made an effort to understand how the other works and
we’re involved with each other’s events. They use our website as
a marketing tool to access new audiences, our marketing person
receives free training and we get continuous support for the website.”
– Producer, Cryptic
Cross-pollinating marketing initiatives
When Dogwoof was introduced to The Co-operative by one of the
film directors with whom they had worked with in the past, the
relationship developed organically into a full collaboration that
was mutually beneficial on many levels. The association between
a small film social enterprise and a large institution like The
Co-operative means that Dogwoof has been able to leverage its
message in a much more powerful way.
“We’ve been making these films for a long time and we have been
successful, but the partnership with The Co-operative gave us a
vehicle to make the issues in our films as big as possible.”
– Director, Dogwoof
Greater independence
Cultural organisations that work collaboratively with digital media
companies to develop solutions for their business challenges
have generally reported having greater control over the direction of
branding and marketing, the look of their websites and the content
of any products that are designed on their behalf.

“Collaboration has given us control of our website – the marketing
person’s role has changed considerably. She now has direct control
over the content; she can alter things on the website herself rather
than having to pay an external partner to do it. Financially the
company spends less this way.”
– Producer, Cryptic
Cultural organisations that work in close partnership with a
company to develop the products they need, will learn how to
modify the product and maintain it. They will also learn how it
can be best tailored to their needs and what its strengths and
limitations are. This knowledge transfer not only represents
cost-savings for the future, it gives the organisation the strategic
insight it needs to develop the product as they grow.
Moving towards greater financial diversity is a high priority in the
current financial climate and organisations such as Cryptic, Welsh
Sinfonia, Manchester Camerata, Cornerhouse and folly have
anticipated the changes needed to generate additional revenue.
It is important to note that this is about cultural organisations
maximising their assets to earn income and leverage private
income, these are not a replacement or substitute for public
sector funding.
Taking this type of approach can create greater independence and
enables a more entrepreneurial approach to income generation.

Future trends
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Granimator™ iPad app created by ustwo. Granimator™ brings together cutting edge artists, illustrators, designers and studios from around the world, giving users the
opportunity to create design focused wallpapers on the iPad that can be shared.
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Future trends
Introduction
Digital media continues to upset old models of engagement with
consumers and audiences. User-generated content for example
replaces how businesses historically developed and sold their
products to the masses and how cultural organisations make
“experiential content” available to their audiences.
“We view what we’re doing in our partnerships as the start of a new
medium. No one knew what to do with film at the beginning, but
once a creative person got hold of it...”
– Creative Director, Calvium
As content becomes digitised and instantly accessible, the
possibility of rolling it out to ever larger audiences is only confined
by cost and technological limits. Businesses stand to learn a
good deal from cultural organisations about how to make that
content more exciting and engaging, i.e. by creating an immersive
experience.
As for cultural organisations, digital evolution has meant a radical
restructuring of what an audience is and how they are best
interacted with and so new artforms in new media are appearing.
The Victoria & Albert’s recent exhibition Decode is just one of
many examples of artists engaging with audiences through digital
creations. This represents a measure of uncertainty for business
and the arts, yet the organisations that pool their understanding of
the different elements that make up digital engagement stand to
gain a lot.
“There are masses of potential. The internet is changing the very
nature of TV, which is leading to new forms of programming.
Understanding the opportunities in this form – we’ll need creative
people to help with this. [With cultural organisations and business]
digging tunnels from both ends, neither will fully understand each
other’s side of things – we need to work together.”
– Project Lead, BT

“The mobile area is a new medium and the time is right now with
technology being used in new ways [to create new products]. We’re
on the one hand moving what already exists into the mobile realm
and on the other hand finding novel uses for it.”
– Creative Director, Calvium
Businesses and cultural organisations that do not keep up to
speed with the rapidly changing demands of their audiences and
the technologies they use may begin to experience setbacks. Older
communication channels may not yield the results they once did,
competitors more deeply immersed in the digital space will gain
market share with new products that hook online consumers.
Des Gregory of Axiom Tech puts it this way:
“The landscape within which your product exists might change
radically and make the product short-lived – you need to account
for that.”
The following are a few key areas where change is most expected,
with some ideas on where the opportunities and pitfalls are.
Artistic endeavour becomes increasingly digitalised
With more and more artists beginning to produce digital works, it
can be argued that artists and company researchers are meeting
on common ground more often than they did in the past. As one
digital arts organisation puts it:
“Advanced digital media technology is being demystified and made
more accessible for the average person.”
One respondent felt that as artistic endeavour becomes more
digital it also becomes more agreeable to business, because its
form sits closer to enterprise. The more digital artistic endeavour
is, the more viable a channel it is for businesses to communicate
with new audiences: a hybrid arts and digital technology company
put it this way:
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Future trends
“Digital works bleed between inspiring artworks and more
commercial products.”
An academic within a university research unit that supports
curators making digital media art believes that the role of artists in
these collaborations may change in the future. As their expertise
in designing meaningful products and services becomes better
understood, their skills will become more highly valued by
business. A Director at Microsoft has a similar view:
“So much communication from companies is now virtual – emails,
banners, websites – but it’s very bland. Artists can help bring that
back into the real world. It’s an experiential thing that we lack so
much at the moment.”
Future collaborations between artists and businesses will thus
depend on how willing and able artists are to position themselves
at the coalface, as businesses work to become more authentic
and experiential.
Collaboration is replacing centralisation
It is expected that there will be a number of false starts and failures
in this relatively new way of working together, but commentators
are optimistic that the value created by open digital collaborations
will be worth the effort. NESTA’s Hasan Bakhshi cites the National
Theatre’s NT Live experiment as one example of great success.
By devolving hierarchies and centralised control of expertise to
a more egalitarian relationship, partners will free each other up
to mix the best parts of technology and art. In doing so they will
release constructive friction and innovation.
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“Our [collaborative] partnership allowed us to focus on
developing a product that was uniquely geared to our customer.
The flexibility it gave us let us refocus on the needs of customers,
which helps you build commitment to your product, which in turn
translates to loyalty. And once you have that loyalty in place, you
reduce marketing expenditure. You start to save money.”
– Des Gregory, Director, Axiom Tech
Clare Reddington of Watershed suspects that new business
models will emerge over the next few years, which will favour
looser collections of people creating content and technology. In
this environment:
“ Different value chains will have to be explored. It is not just about
knowledge transfer – creative companies can be as rigorous and
appropriate for high-end research and development as academics.
It is fascinating to look at co-production... Everything is much
more open.”
Innovation hubs will become entrenched
It is likely that collaborations between cultural organisations and
businesses will create spin-offs, which will turn into innovation
hubs where new technologies and products will be co-developed
for commercial gain. This is already happening. Calvium was
co-founded by an individual who previously worked at HP Labs
to produce creative digital content with a variety of partners.
FutureEverything and FACT are both consolidating collaborations
with long-term partners and developing products as centres
of innovation. At the moment it tends to be the larger, most
entrepreneurial cultural organisations who are exploring this
space, but it offers abundant opportunities to all enterprises,
including SMEs.
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SmartLabs call these spin-offs hybrid labs and suggests that they
are likely to have a longer lifespan than purely commercial labs,
especially if there is public funding or partnerships with academic
institutions involved. They need not be in direct competition
with commercial enterprise; rather, they can facilitate product
development, much in the way that MIT Labs partners with
various businesses. Clare Reddington of Watershed says:
“Research partnerships make for better products, better than
research being stuck in labs… testing technology and content with
the public at a very early stage will be essential. It would work
like an ecosystem, bringing together big companies and small
companies and artists. It would look at the sum of all parts rather
than individual relations.”

These concerns were largely voiced by SMEs, which suggests
that special funding specifically geared to product development
in the arts may be one way to keep seed money flowing to
innovations that have potential commercial applications. Larger
businesses can also play a role in seeding by providing funds in
exchange for a share in the intellectual property rights. This will
ensure that products are brought to market and not shelved due
to a lack of funds.

Jeanne Bloch, a business consultant and artist in Paris,
has advised on these types of partnerships as an expert in
sustainability. She suggests that collaborative business models
might increasingly include a three-way partnership between
private investors, artists and technology businesses. She cites
the example of an experimental theatre set up in Paris. A
venture capital company brought together a group of artists and
technology companies to build a state-of-the-art theatre as a
commercial venture. Though that particular venture broke down
due to a conflict of interest, she sees no reason why venture
capitalists cannot take on the role of state funders in the future.

Conclusions
As digital media makes collaboration between businesses and
cultural organisations more attractive and viable, real financial
opportunities exist for the two to develop partnerships that focus
on R&D and content that makes experiences ever more immersive
and engaging. These opportunities exist for large and small
organisations but they depend on how willing partners are to
engage in an experimental relationship. To this end, the evidence
suggests that well-planned open collaborative models with clear
objectives and frequent communication can help mitigate risks
and successfully support the goals of each partner.

Seed funding for enterprise and culture
A number of commentators, from the arts and business, indicated
that the continuing availability of seed money in the creative
industries will be critical to the survival of innovations that
emerge from collaborations. New products and services are being
developed with clear commercial potential but, without funding,
smaller businesses and cultural organisations will not be able to
bring them to market.
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“The main hurdle with [innovation in this space] would be support
for research and development as a concept in the arts, because
the technological and cultural partners cannot support each other
on their own.”
– Hasan Bakhshi, NESTA

Case studies
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Introduction
We have nine case studies which illustrate how diverse collaborations
between technology companies and cultural organisations can be. Their
order progresses from fairly common partnerships in which digital
technology companies build websites and online communities for cultural
organisations to examples of more complex collaborations focused on
longer-term innovation.

Pitfalls to avoid

Benefits to cultural
organisations

The following exhibit gives
a broad indication of where
the projects which have
been profiled in this report
lie in relation to each other

High

Benefits to business
partners

Future trends
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Calvium
and HP Labs

Sounds of
Progress and
SeeSound

Lovebytes
and Apple

Low

The Lowry
and Go2Give

Theatre
Cryptic and
Whitespace

Cornerhouse
and Apple

Low

Methodology

FutureLab
and HP Labs

Innovation

Case studies
– Introduction
– Cryptic and Whitespace
– Manchester Camerata
and UKFast
– Sounds of Progress
and Seesound SL
– The Lowry and Go2Give
– Dogwoof and
The Co-operative
– folly and Axiom Tech
– Cornerhouse and Apple
– Hide&Seek, HP Labs,
Calvium and FutureLab
– ITEM: FACT

Future
Everything
and Business
Partners

folly and
Axiom Tech

FACT and
Business
partners

Manchester
Camerata and
UKFast

Dogwoof
and The CoOperative

Collaboration

High
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Case studies
Introduction
•	At the “low” end of the Collaboration/Innovation axis sit fairly
traditional projects: Apple has been providing Lovebytes
and Cornerhouse with its newest computers and software
to provide media education to audiences in exchange for an
opportunity to market and sell their products.
•	At the “higher” end of Innovation though “lower” on
Collaboration is HP Labs’ work with a number of cultural
organisations. It typically provides advanced engineering and
programming support to produce innovative installations or
products which did not exist before, but these partnerships are
often more transactional in nature. HP Labs’ part of the project
is normally delivered in a very specific phase and to tight
specifications.
•	“Higher” on Collaboration but “low” on Innovation is Dogwoof
and The Co-Operative’s work. Their agreement does not
perhaps push technological boundaries but having a joint
strong common cause, the relationship deepened over time
and they now exchange campaigning information beyond the
scope of their initial project together.

•	At the “high” end of both Innovation and Collaboration sits the
work of FACT and its partners. Theirs is a strong example of a
very collaborative environment in which artist, commissioner
and digital development partner work together to produce
installations which stretch the technology and audiences’
understanding of art while creating products that can be
commercialised.
It must be noted that the case studies presented here focus on
specific projects and are not representative of an organisation’s
approach to collaboration or innovation in general. Many of these
organisations are engaged in a variety of different partnerships
that may be more innovative and/or collaborative, depending on
the specific objectives.
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Cryptic and Whitespace
Developing live interactivity to engage with audiences
Lessons:
1	Digitising artistic content is still presenting challenges. Those
digital design companies that take up this challenge will find
opportunities to innovate. The products or new systems they
produce could then be used to improve existing services to
other clients, or develop an entirely new product range.
2	Working with creative organisations can be a motivational
experience for business staff members, as it gives them a
fresh perspective on their work and helps them think about
the challenges differently. The long-term benefits could be
increased staff satisfaction and retention.
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3	Losing key staff members during a project presents a
significant risk to collaborative work. Re-training a newcomer
impacts on project deadlines and costs and it is therefore
highly recommended that organisational memory is made a
strategic priority. Archive all critical agreements and make sure
that more than one person is adequately trained up in certain
aspects of the work and project history.
4	Capital expenditure and development costs for digital
innovations can make them financially unfeasible in the longterm, meaning they are loss-leader projects. But other benefits
such as reputation and brand building can be the short-term
outcomes, with onward sales to follow further down the line.

Abstract
Cryptic is an award-winning performing arts company based in
Glasgow. In 2007, the organisation received funding from the
Scottish Arts Council to research how it was communicating
with its audiences and what more could be done to engage
with them. They discovered that the organisation needed to do
more to develop the relationship with its audiences in a rapidly
changing media environment. To deliver this, Whitespace was
initially awarded a tender within an agreed budget to provide
online marketing and develop the interactivity of Cryptic’s website.
However, the relationship soon deepened. The transactional
relationship became more collaborative as Whitespace provided
in-kind support while it explored new ways of applying its
technology and expertise to the unique requirements of the
cultural organisation.
The result is a highly interactive website, which provides a tour
of past venues and performances, as well as international tours
with high-definition content.14 Cryptic is now a strong advocate
of Whitespace’s work, which has resulted in new business leads.
Company staff on the project team reported feeling energised by
their interaction with Cryptic, while they also achieved innovations
in the way they programmed the digital platform that underlies the
website, thus enhancing staff development.
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Case studies
Cryptic and Whitespace
The project
Though Cryptic’s tender with a specific budget was initially
accepted by Whitespace, the company offered in-kind development
support to create a more high-end website. Whitespace did this
for two main reasons: Cryptic was an exciting organisation
to work with and the design goals they had set themselves
would challenge their team to create an altogether new platform
that could be productised. Whitespace covered the additional
development cost, with more funding coming from the Scottish
Arts Council. In return, Cryptic provided Whitespace with
extensive company branding on all Cryptic print for a year, a
specific corporate hospitality event for 30 guests at the Traverse
Theatre in Edinburgh and 100 complimentary tickets to its
Cryptic Nights, which it could distribute to employees and clients.
Benefits for the business
Whitespace’s portfolio in the arts sector has been significantly
strengthened. Cryptic has become a strong advocate of the
company’s work, which has resulted in new business leads.
The technological challenges which Whitespace encountered in
delivering the project, particularly in how to deliver high-definition
media content online without using too much bandwidth, allowed
the company to innovate and improve the quality of its offering.
The content management system and efficient digital media
platform that were developed can now be showcased and sold to
other organisations.
Whitespace, however, believes the greatest benefit it got from
the collaboration was the opportunity to work with creatives who
pushed the boundaries of the organisation’s thinking.
“The biggest benefit was exposing our creative team to a more
diverse client team. It was something to get passionate about.
It enriched what we do and the experiences of our staff.”

The company was able to regularly offer its employees and clients
tickets for Cryptic events, which included live performances
and screen-based art. These rewards added value to those
relationships.
Benefits for the cultural organisation
By providing performance tickets and useful contacts within the
cultural sector to Whitespace, Cryptic was able to get more value
for money out of the project than anticipated. Aside from receiving
a better website than the organisation had budgeted for, Cryptic
also gained valuable training in online marketing strategy.
The project has improved Cryptic’s ability to communicate with
its audiences. After helping with the site development and
receiving full training in the Content Management System (CMS),
the marketing officer is now conversant in all the technical aspects
of the organisation’s website, and can upload or edit information
without having to rely on the website developer. This makes
online marketing more efficient and saves time and money over
the long-term.
Challenges
A major challenge was the departure of key staff members; firstly,
the key designer from Whitespace and later Cryptic’s marketing
officer. The loss of the designer created inconsistency in the
design delivery and the replacement marketing officer had to
be re-trained in the history of the project and the new Content
Management System. Valuable time was lost in the process. Both
organisations reported that the delay in the website launch was
unsatisfactory, but this was somewhat mitigated by a mutual
agreement that they would rather launch something that worked
properly.
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Case studies
Cryptic and Whitespace
Whitespace notes that the higher than expected development time
and costs invested in the web design phase normally makes such
work unsustainable, unless there is a strong argument for a return
on investment later on. In their case, they accepted that this would
be a loss-leader project. The maintenance contract for the site that
came later mitigated high upfront costs, as did intangible returns
such as brand association with a creative and dynamic
arts organisation.
Managing expectations was not easy for Whitespace.
The company found it difficult to match what the technology could
actually achieve with what Cryptic wanted. Development time was
lost when:
“They’d form an idea of what it would look like but without
understanding how the thing would work. So we had to remake
things when it didn’t look the way they’d imagined.”
This is perhaps a challenge common to all web design work
with teams that are unfamiliar with how the technology works.
Whitespace noted that if it had communicated more consistently,
these issues might have been overcome earlier in the
project timeline.

Impact and outcome
Both organisations report that the launch of the website was a
rewarding moment and that both the website and the underlying
CMS are delivering to expectations. A representative of
Whitespace said:
“It was cool when we presented the design content: they projected
it onto a screen 10m by 6m. I wish we could present all our work
that big!”
The collaboration is on-going and has moved from web design
to maintenance. Whitespace routinely offers online marketing
strategy advice and in return employees receive corporate
hospitality. Having a strong advocate in the cultural sector has
also boosted Whitespace’s reputation in the community.15
www.cryptic.org.uk/about-cryptic/cryptic-international/

14

This case study has been compiled from an interview with a creative director
at Whitespace and producer at Cryptic.

15 
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Case studies
Manchester Camerata and UKFast
Increasing revenues through an e-commerce platform
Lessons:
1	Online commerce is becoming an important revenue stream
for all organisations, not least arts and cultural enterprises.
Yet re-designing websites to facilitate commercial transactions
can be an expensive move. Organisations can barter services
to achieve goals. In this case the cultural organisation received
a valuable e-commerce website which also allows it to profile
audiences. The business in turn receives discounted corporate
hospitality events.
2	For businesses, Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
need not be about handing over capital. Digital technology
companies are especially well-placed to offer services and
technology. Offering strategic advice and mentoring on issues
such as social media and online marketing can be just as,
if not more, valuable to cultural organisations that are looking
at ways of securing their own financial sustainability.
3	Many cultural organisations do not wholly provide access
to all their products online or present their identities online in
a way which they are satisfied. There is room for businesses
to facilitate that migration and to implement new revenue
streams, such as e-ticketing, in exchange for maintenance and
support contracts and corporate hospitality.

Abstract
Manchester Camerata has been performing high-quality chamber
music to people in the North West of England for almost 40 years
and has recorded several live performances for CD release. The
organisation identified a gap in its revenue stream to sell that
content more effectively online, so they collaborated with UKFast, a
local web design company with a strong philanthropic identity, to
re-design their website to enable full e-commerce functionality.
The project was described as a major success, because Camerata
now has access to a global market of chamber music enthusiasts
and online revenue has increased. There is potential to develop
an e-ticketing system, which would enable customers to buy
tickets directly from Camerata’s website.
The project
Manchester Camerata described its previous website as functional
but did not feel that it captured the unique identity of the organisation.
Camerata was keen to refresh it and add utilities that would make
it an effective e-commerce portal.
An in-kind sponsorship structure was agreed between UKFast
and Manchester Camerata. UKFast would develop the platform
in return for corporate hospitality, free tickets to concerts and
brand association. Maintenance and software support would still
be paid for under a three-year agreement.
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Case studies
Manchester Camerata and UKFast
An important element of the agreement was an alignment
of purpose and identity between the two organisations; as
Manchester-based organisations they felt an affinity for what
each organisation wanted to achieve in their community.
This sense of community appears to be an important driver
for many organisations and can help them stay focused on their
objectives, particularly if the local community stands to benefit
and reputation is increased.
Benefits for the business
UKFast gained the opportunity to experiment with untested
ideas in website development, since it was working in a
collaborative environment without strict delivery specifications.
This encouraged innovation and helped refresh the development
team’s expertise. Aside from receiving free tickets to events from
Manchester Camerata, which it can offer to team members and
clients, the technology company was also treated to chamber
music on its tenth anniversary.
Benefits for the cultural organisation
Manchester Camerata now has a fully-integrated incomegenerating website that features a CD store and mp3 download
functionality. The e-commerce portal also allows the organisation
to collect vital customer purchasing information through its
Customer Relationship Management system which can be used
in e-marketing initiatives.

Though UKFast’s brand does appear on the website, this was not
a major driver for collaboration and so Manchester Camerata does
not experience the invasiveness of commercial advertising that
some other cultural organisations have reported.
Impact and outcome
Camerata can now easily upload and distribute new audio and
visual content and the website is now described as ‘distinctive,
dynamic and innovative’; the organisation feels it is a much better
representation of its identity. The website also helps Camerata
to engage with more audiences and segment its customers better
to develop future marketing strategies. Though an e-ticketing
system has been discussed as a next phase, there are no
immediate plans to implement it. However, the two organisations
continue to enjoy a ‘great’ relationship that has recently been
strengthened by UKFast’s Managing Director Lawrence Jones’
invitation to join the Manchester Camerata Board.16
A manager at the Manchester Camerata contributed to this case study,
with additional input from UKFast’s Communications Director.

16
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Please note: Seesound is the parent company of Vieta Pro which
is mentioned in the above film.

3	Corporate Social Responsibility in the arts can be a potent
tool if a company does not yet have a strong brand in a certain
market. Identifying a project that will generate the most buzz
with the least capital expenditure is key before a business
commits to an initiative.
4	In cases where international partners are identified, both
organisations need to adequately plan for how to deal with
the challenges that geographical distances impose. What tools
can be used to facilitate the partnership? Does budget exist
to meet face-to-face on a regular basis? Can the partnership
work without teams in the same geographic location?
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Case studies
Sounds of Progress and Seesound SL
Abstract
Sounds of Progress (soon to be known as Limelight Studios)
is a leading provider of Inclusive Music Theatre, creating music
in collaboration with musicians who have learning, physical
and social impairments. A long-established cultural organisation, it
has only recently gained its own premises with partial funding from
the Scottish Government’s New Arts Sponsorship Grant scheme,
administered by Arts & Business Scotland.
A significant amount of capital needed to be raised to build the
recording studio that would meet the most basic of technical
specifications. Seesound SL, a Spanish audio-visual company,
offered to build a state-of-the-art recording studio, specifically geared
to the needs of musicians with impairments, in return for publicity
and marketing in the UK. The department that worked directly with
Sounds of Progress was Vieta Pro, SeeSound’s audio team. The
result has been a one-of-a-kind studio that is attracting widespread
attention in Europe, a single written for Miss Scotland and aired at Miss
World, and a dynamic collaboration in which innovative audio-visual
studio equipment for those with special needs is being designed.
The project
With a shortfall in funding to build a professional recording
studio, a mutual contact set up a meeting between Sounds
of Progress and Seesound’s export manager to see if there was
an opportunity to collaborate. It was agreed that Seesound would
build a professional recording studio that met the unique needs
of impaired musicians. In return, the company would use the
collaboration as a springboard for developing its position in the UK
market and demonstrate its technical innovations at the studio to
potential buyers using the studio as a product showcase.

To raise capital for the installation, the two organisations worked
together to produce the single Brooklyn to Glasgow by Arkley Brown
for Miss Scotland, which was eventually aired at the Miss World
competition in 2009.
Benefits for the business
The proceeds of Brooklyn to Glasgow went to Sounds of Progress
to help fund its facilities and the international exposure that
Seesound gained from the collaboration was described as a huge
success. This has been followed up by a series of high-profile press
articles on the unique partnership between the two organisations.
Sounds of Progress continues to introduce Seesound to local
authorities and councils in the UK, in a bid to extend the company’s
visibility in the UK.
On another level, the unique demands of impaired professional
musicians challenged Seesound to develop ever more innovative
equipment and studio design. For example, a base drum kit is being
designed for a musician without the use of his legs. The video
monitoring system installed at Sounds of Progress magnifies the
mixing desk for visually impaired musicians and sound engineers.
These unique challenges are such that Seesound is looking at
developing a type of innovation hub in partnership with Sounds of
Progress, Yamaha and Roland to create other products in this
niche market.
Benefits for the cultural organisation
The collaboration has given Sounds of Progress the vital recording
studio it needed for its professional musicians. And Brooklyn to
Glasgow has also raised the organisation’s profile and the valuable
work it is doing, including mentoring and educating people with
impairments.
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Case studies
Sounds of Progress and Seesound SL
Seesound also continues to offer technical support for the studio
and is introducing the organisation to other audio-visual manufacturing companies. In this sense, it is working to raise the
international profile of Sounds of Progress.17
Challenges
Sounds of Progress experienced administrative challenges
collaborating with a much larger partner. In many cases, its
staff had to balance multiple roles as creatives, business
developers and administrators, which occasionally delayed
timelines on the project.
Collaborating with the right type of organisation proved crucial to
getting the project off the ground. Gordon Dougall, Creative Director
at Sounds of Progress, stressed that without the endorsement and
funding from Arts & Business Scotland it would have been difficult
to get the project past its own board. Seed funding plays a pivotal
role in negotiating partnerships at a higher level.
Though the physical distance between Sounds of Progress, in
Scotland, and Seesounds’ headquarters in Spain, created its own
unique challenges – contracts took a long time to share, and issues
emerging from the building of the studio could not just be shown
to Seesound staff – this was not considered a major challenge.

Impact and outcome
The collaboration continues with the two organisations now
focusing on innovation in audio-visual equipment for those with
impairments. It represents a niche market for Seesound. Gordon
Dougall, founder of Sounds of Progress says:
“We are developing products for a group of people who have
the ability but no space to develop talent. There isn’t any of
this in the mainstream, so we aren’t in competition with anyone.”
The two organisations are also discussing an exhibition
of Seesounds’ latest equipment at the Sounds of Progress premises,
which will showcase its products to potential buyers and hopefully
expand its market share in the UK.4
This case study has been compiled from an interview with Gordon Dougall,
Founder of Sounds of Progress.

17
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Lessons:
1	There is a substantial opportunity for small technology
companies to partner with cultural organisations to create
test-beds for new products and services. This is especially so
when innovation is the primary objective of the collaboration,
not brand-association.
2	The social impact that collaborations between businesses
and cultural organisations can have builds both organisations’
reputations. Organisations may want to look at how their
collaborations can include communities so that CSR initiatives
reap maximum benefits.

6	Research and development costs for a business can be kept
low by partnering with a cultural organisation. By developing
and testing the product in a live environment where feedback
is instantaneous, a company can take the product to market
faster. The product can also be refined to a high quality
because testing takes place in the environment where it will
eventually be used.
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Case studies
The Lowry and Go2Give
Abstract
Go2Give is a social enterprise which sprung up directly out
of collaboration with The Lowry. The director of a barcode
technologies company, who had previous experience working
with groups of people on volunteer shifts at the Cheshire
Constabulary, wanted to work more closely with the cultural
sector. He approached The Lowry to test a secure volunteer
shift management system that could alleviate pressure on the
organisation’s volunteer administrative system. The result has
been a live online tool that has saved The Lowry’s permanent
workforce hours, made the process more accurate and flexible
and created significant benefits for the volunteers. The company
benefitted from the arrangement by securing a live environment
in which to develop and test a product that could be commercially
sold at a later stage. The work has been such a success for
both partners that a car-pool management system is now being
designed for the volunteers and the product has been successfully
taken up by other cultural partners.
The project
A strong commitment to the local community and social investment
helped the two organisations align and develop clear aims for what
they wanted to achieve. This was not about mutual brand association,
but about developing an innovative product that would benefit both
organisations and the volunteers The Lowry depends upon.

The Lowry has around 300 volunteers and runs one of the largest
theatre volunteer schemes in the UK. Before the introduction
of the Go2Give scheme, these volunteers booked their shifts using
a shift card which had to be dropped off each Monday at The Lowry.
With show schedules, demand often changing and frequent shift
cancellations coming in from volunteers at the last minute, The
Lowry had difficulty establishing how many volunteers it needed
on any given weekend and how many were available. It was not an
ideal system for staff or volunteers.
Go2Give’s online tool now securely publishes, on a daily basis, how
many volunteers are needed for each shift in various roles;
on the door, on ticket sales, shadowing etc. Volunteers are able
to access the system remotely from home and book the shifts
that suit them. Once a shift is full it is no longer available on
the system.
Benefits for the business
Go2Give offered to develop the secure volunteer management
system at no cost to The Lowry in exchange for having a test bed for
its product development and opportunities for corporate hospitality.
It was agreed that the company would retain all intellectual property
(IP) while The Lowry, as an on-going development partner, would
retain rights to use the product for free. Being able to develop its
product through various iterations with an organisation that would
eventually make use of it, Go2Give developed a high-quality product
which was proven in the field before going to market.
Now that the product is emerging from its testing phase, Go2Give
has a strong marketing basis. As a well-established brand in the
North-West, The Lowry’s endorsement of the product is invaluable.
The organisation is also happy to fulfil its role as a flagship for the
system and allows Go2Give to demonstrate how it works in the
real world and has facilitated introductions to peer organisations
within the cultural sector.
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Case studies
The Lowry and Go2Give
Go2Give now offers the system as a fully costed product, which
includes an administrative fee, a monthly fee that covers the
hosting and encryption of the data and a notional membership fee
for volunteers. The company has successfully sold the product to
other cultural organisations and continues to market it to charities
and organisations which depend heavily on volunteers such as
NHS Trusts.
Benefits for the cultural organisation
The system generated substantial efficiencies and cost-savings
for The Lowry. The shift manager reckons that he now spends
15 minutes co-ordinating a process that used to take more than
two hours a week. Since The Lowry pays travel expenses to and
from its premises, it now saves money on a more accurate system
that cuts unnecessary travel by its volunteers.
“We are now able to more accurately track expenses claims: If you’re
claiming mileage, you simply tick a box. Volunteers’ addresses
are already logged so the distance and expenses are logged
automatically. Those who use public transport send receipts later.”
The automated volunteer system is more responsive to the
demands of shows and displays all shift information in real time.
If unexpected demands appear, new volunteer slots are simply
posted online and filled.
“Volunteers can now sign up a day in advance, rather than having
to do so six weeks beforehand.”

The system can automatically regulate the number of shifts
allocated to each volunteer, ensuring equitable distribution of
slots and can issue short-notice cancellations if shows are underbooked. This flexibility now actually helps volunteers work more,
rather than less, regular shifts.
Cancellations from volunteers can also be monitored more
accurately.
Challenges
Neither organisation reported significant challenges in this
partnership. Though there were initial technical glitches in the
system, none of these were reported as significant and were
easily fixed.
Go2Give experienced initial misgivings from its own staff. The
company’s software engineers were experienced with barcode
programming not volunteer management systems and so did
not feel confident about their ability to deliver the product.
However, these misgivings were overcome.
“It was a challenge to get my software engineers to think outside
the box, but then everything turned out to be possible and we did
what we set out to do.”
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The Lowry and Go2Give
Impact and outcome
The project is ongoing and always developing, with Go2Give
sorting out any further problems with the software or usability
issues and The Lowry providing continuous feedback on the
product’s performance and the organisation’s changing needs.
Aside from the efficiencies and cost cuts which The Lowry
achieved, there has been a significant positive impact for The
Lowry’s volunteers. They no longer need to commute long
distances to submit shift details and are now able to secure more
regular shifts than they were before. A recent volunteer survey
following the introduction of the system shows that 87% find
it easier to keep track of their shifts, 74% find it easier to make
expense claims and one fifth enjoy volunteering at The Lowry
more as a direct result of using Go2Give.
Because many of the volunteers are also of retirement age,
there has been a substantial social impact on their personal
lives. Go2Give and The Lowry’s IT team took the responsibility
for providing training for 30 volunteers who had never used the
internet before. By equipping them with basic ICT skills and
personal email addresses, the company helped bring members
of the UK’s most digitally excluded groups online. From the
survey that was conducted, 16% of volunteers indicated that
this training and the subsequent regular use of the system
has improved their general IT skills. For volunteers, the
programme has been such a success that a sustainable
volunteer car-pool management system is now being tested.18
This case study has been compiled from interviews with the Managing
Director of Go2Give and the Volunteer Co-ordinator of The Lowry.

18
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Case studies
Dogwoof and The Co-operative
A partnership immersed in ethical film
Lessons:
1	An alignment of brand and culture is critical to successful
partnerships, as is the alignment of issues which motivate
partners. In The Co-operative and Dogwoof’s case, the two
organisations found it easy to work together because both
wanted to promote change and inspire action.
2	Two organisations with compatible skills can leverage each
other’s abilities and networks of stakeholders to achieve
their objectives. Dogwoof widened their audience base by
collaborating with The Co-operative. It was also able to
leverage The Co-operative’s network of campaigners and
long experience of driving change. In return, The Co-operative
has been able to refresh the way it engages with its members
by doing something new, exciting and motivating.
3	Some creative organisations are more deeply immersed in new
media and various social media tools than businesses. These
organisations can help businesses expand their repertoire of
tools to engage with consumers. Working with Dogwoof has
helped The Co-operative make better use of technologies such
as satellite broadcasting and social media.

Abstract
The Co-operative is one of the UK’s leading brands. It is well
known for its alternative business model and for tackling
important social and ethical issues. The company, which has
a long history of ethical campaigning, recently decided to use
new, often untapped, communication channels to communicate its
ethical positions to its members and the wider public. The
aim was to generate enthusiasm, incite debate, motivate people
to take action and drive change. It realised that film can bring
campaigns to life in a way that other marketing channels often
cannot.
The Co-operative approached social enterprise Dogwoof, a film
distribution company which focuses solely on ethical and issuesbased films.
Burma VJ, an Oscar-nominated documentary about the 2007
Saffron Revolution in Burma, is just one of many successful
projects the two organisations have worked on together. The
Co-operative provided funding for the marketing and distribution
of the film, as well as its experience in campaigning and access
to its contacts in the area of Human Rights. Dogwoof brought
expertise in film distribution and social media to help spread the
message of the film to a vast and engaged audience. The opening
night of Burma VJ was broadcast live into 40 cinemas via satellite
from BAFTA in London, attracting 4,000 people. As a result, The
Co-operative was able to engage its members and non-members
with a powerful call to action, while Dogwoof leveraged the wellpublicised film premiere to drive high DVD sales.
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Dogwoof and The Co-operative
The project
For both partners, the collaboration was an opportunity
to communicate with wider audiences and markets.
“Partnering with a company the size of The Co-operative is
a vehicle to make the issues in our films as big as possible.”
The Co-operative wanted to diversify the way in which it
communicates its campaigns, which are often complex and
motivate people to take action. It was felt that film could increase
the impact of its ethical campaigns, particularly on younger
age groups who are increasingly using digital content such as
YouTube. Collaborating with an organisation that understood
film, new media and the importance of its message was essential
to The Co-operative.
Though Dogwoof was not actively seeking a partnership, the
relationship naturally moved towards collaboration because
the cultures of the two organisations and their objectives were
so similar.
“The company is the type of brand that we want to work with; it
doesn’t conflict with the issues that we care about - that was a
massive reason why we were open to the partnership; they genuinely
care about the same things that we care about. We wouldn’t be
able to work with a company that didn’t share those interests.”

The partnership started out as a light touch agreement, in which
The Co-operative initially agreed to support the premiere of Black
Gold – a film about trade justice and fair trade coffee – and to hold
special screenings of the film for its members. The relationship
has since developed to the extent that the two organisations
effectively co-distribute certain films – a partnership to this
effect was announced at the 2009 Cannes Film Festival. Both
organisations work together to get as many people as possible
to engage with the content, at film premieres and festivals
or through the purchase of DVDs.
Benefits for the business
Hard-hitting films have become a high-impact tool sitting
alongside The Co-operative’s online activities and print
publications. For the Co-operative, success is not measured
by increased sales but by making more people aware of the
necessity to campaign for change.
Dogwoof’s experience in film and social media has helped The
Co-operative to refine its understanding of new technologies and
the way audiences interact with these. Satellite broadcasting of
the premieres, branding on the films’ websites and DVDs have
also added to the company’s campaigning arsenal.
“The films are an opportunity for us to show the depth of our
campaigns and engage people who are already interested
in the subject. We have found that it also has positive repercussions
for the brand, as people engage more with us when they see us
campaigning on the issues that they care about.”
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Dogwoof and The Co-operative
Benefits for the cultural organisation
Dogwoof’s partnership with The Co-operative has not only opened
new channels of communication for a small film social enterprise,
it has also learned from The Co-operative’s long history of ethical
campaigning. Its brand has also benefited from the association –
the partnership has helped solidify Dogwoof’s credentials as
a leading distributor of ethical documentaries.
The Co-operative finances the marketing campaigns around
the branded films, which allows Dogwoof to really generate
publicity and get more people into the cinemas. The profits
Dogwoof has been able to generate from many highly successful
screenings have been injected straight back into the company.
Challenges
Though both companies noted that the difference in their sizes
was an initial stumbling block, they maintained that issues
were resolved through frequent communication and a mutual
willingness to accommodate each other’s working styles. The
Co-operative noted, for example, that a small, highly adaptive
organisation does not always take into account the time it takes
to authorise a decision inside a large administration. Sharing
a passion to drive change helped both organisations stay
committed to the ultimate aims of their partnership.
Dogwoof feels that The Co-operative has not always taken into
account the attention and increased sales that more controversial
films might generate, but also acknowledges that not all
documen-taries are suitable for its campaigns and brand.
The Co-operative expands on this,

“the difficulty is finding the right film. There are many documentaries
out there that have an important message but which are either not
of the correct quality or stray off-message.”
Impact and outcome
The success of the films which the two organisations have worked
on speaks for itself. Burma VJ has received six major international
awards and an Oscar-nomination for Best Documentary. Other
films like Vanishing Bees and Dirty Oil have also been very
successful. Extensive publicity of the projects in a variety of media
has been an important brand-building opportunity. And because
brand positioning is kept discreet on DVDs and film websites,
compared to many other partnerships, they have side-stepped the
brand placement disputes which other businesses and cultural
organisations have encountered.
Both organisations believe the partnership is helping to reach
their target audiences and that high levels of prominent publicity
have been to their advantage; because of these successes the
relationship is on-going.
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folly and Axiom Tech
Expanding cultural organisations’ ability to engage audiences
Lessons:
1	Open, flexible and frequent communication is essential to
tackling start-up challenges.
2	By offering reduced development fees and demonstrating a
flexible, yet realistic, commercial approach, digital technology
companies can acquire a share of the intellectual property of
a product or secure valuable future maintenance and software
support contracts in the cultural sector.
3	Cultural organisations need not always give up the intellectual
property underlying the platforms that are built for them.
Open source technology companies are uniquely valuable
partners in this regard, and can be cheaper alternatives
to patent-driven companies.
4	Customer Relationship Management Systems are becoming
a business necessity for cultural organisations. But systems
which help to expand the entire cultural sector are potentially
even more valuable to the organisations that innovate in
this field.
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folly and Axiom Tech
Abstract
folly is a digital arts charity that facilitates collaboration between
artists and the wider public. It is particularly interested in how
digital technology is creating new meaning in physical and virtual
spaces. It commissioned Axiom Tech to provide an innovative
social media application which enabled folly not only to track their
own audience’s engagement, but also audiences engagement with
other cultural organisations.
The interface enables folly and any number of subscribing host
organisations to gather intelligence about audience preferences
and as a result provide more tailored content.
The project
folly wanted to move away from the notion that a cultural organisation has to be anchored in bricks and mortar. To do this it
wanted to build a greater virtual presence that was not simply
about one organisation speaking to one audience as Taylor
Nuttall, Chief Executive explains:
“We believe we’ll find that audiences don’t align themselves with
cultural organisations in a vertical and renewable way, rather they
are transient. They don’t feel ‘this is my organisation’ in the way
that organisations say ‘this is my audience’. There’s very little data
about how audiences interact online. Yes, we know how many hits,
but how often does an individual come back and what other cultural
websites do they visit?”

Love Culture allows users to select preferences on registration,
which then call up targeted content every time they go online.
It not only increases engagement with folly’s existing audience,
but also builds folly’s understanding of the entire cultural ecosystem in the North-West. The more ‘host organisations’ which
embed Love Culture on their websites, the more information the
system gathers about cultural audiences’ behaviour. Having a
better understanding of what audiences seek, away from folly
and the other host organisations, will help them each develop
even more targeted content and identify future collaborations
between the cultural and commercial sectors.
Organisations that are already participating in the beta phase
of Love Culture are: folly, Story Gallery, Duke’s Theatre, More
Music Morecambe, the Wizard Trust and The Hoar Gallery,
Wordsworth Trust, Lake District Summer Music, AND Festival
and Ludus Dance.
Key to this collaboration with Axiom Tech was its knowledge
and experience of working with open-source technologies. folly
at first began work on the project with another organisation, but
the developers wanted control of all the IP. Realising its value folly
pulled out of the agreement.
“I backed out because they wanted all the IP. Axiom Tech is local
and we’d worked together in the past. They have social responsibility
aims, think about the community as a business and have an open
source ethos. They were the right solution for us.”
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folly and Axiom Tech
Benefits for the business
From the outset, the project has been about developing a product
that can be monetised. Axiom Tech has committed development
time and costs to the project without billing in full, balancing that
with the growth potential of the product. Though Love Culture
is still in its beta testing phase, the company expects to generate
revenue from all future maintenance and software support
agreements as well as future development and spin-off projects.
Axiom Tech is well positioned to do this as it handles the coding
and technical project management in-house and has also invested
significant effort in the non-technical aspects of the project such
as future product strategy.

Cultural organisations are adopting similar technological
innovations to learn more about what audiences want. Love
Culture is a system that not only gathers information about what
audiences want from folly and the other host organisations, it
also collects data about which other organisations they interact
with, and why. Through the community function, audiences
also get to interact with each other, which over the long-term
helps build loyalty to the product, the organisations hosting the
application and the cultural sector in general:

By working on this project, Axiom Tech has increased its expertise
in social media. Project managing Love Culture has meant the
organisation has learned new and innovative ways of using its
skills of working with diverse technologies to deliver a tailor-made
platform. Working in collaboration with folly has also raised the
company’s esteem in the cultural sector, as awareness of the
project has spread and given it valuable experience and insight
into how cultural organisations work.

folly and Axiom Tech have already generated free publicity for
themselves by being invited to a number of conferences and
symposia to discuss their innovation.

Benefits for the cultural organisation
Customer Relationship Management Systems have been used
to great effect by many businesses to gather strategic intelligence
about the behaviours of customers. Social media has only
extended the power of that information gathering process, in that
it helps businesses understand the things that are important
to their consumers beyond their purchasing decisions. It helps
businesses improve on their products and eventually build market
share through more targeted sales.

“We’re leading on something that has value to the entire cultural
sector. Something this unique gives you a commercial edge.”

Challenges
Axiom Tech found it difficult at times to contain the costs of
development, knowing that additional funding was limited.
However, the company expected this to be a challenge and
worked hard to be as flexible as possible to achieve what they
wanted whilst maintaining a hold on commercial realities.
At first, folly found it difficult to allocate enough capacity to
the project management side, but this was later resolved when
contractors were hired in. Communication and setting expectations
also proved a challenge at times, but both organisations reported
that the trust they built up through day-to-day interactions was
key to the project’s success.
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folly and Axiom Tech
Impact and outcome
Love Culture is now in beta-testing phase with a handful of
partners and is expected to be commercially viable. Des Gregory,
a Director at Axiom Tech describes the unique nature and, likely
impact of Love Culture once it is fully rolled-out to market:
“Normally social media engagement is between a single organisation and its audience, but in this case we have multiple host
organisations. The Love Culture roll-out is more about expanding
the environment in which the entire sector operates to create new
opportunities, than organisations fighting over market share of the
same space. The product isn’t about promoting a single corporate
brand and culture – it builds a common audience through driving
greater communication in this space.”
To date, more than 1,000 people have registered on Love Culture.
Between August 2009 and April 2010 the website received
26,186 hits, which came from the websites of participating host
organisations. Local authorities and tourism agencies have also
expressed an interest in gathering data for their strategic priorities
and the development team is currently working on standard and
premium subscription models for them.19
Taylor Nuttall, Chief Executive of folly and Des Gregory, a Director at Axiom
Tech have contributed to this case study. Further information was drawn from
an April 2010 Love Culture member organisation update.

19
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Cornerhouse and Apple
Creating digital learning centres and introducing learners to the arts
Lessons:
1	Education is a useful ‘umbrella’ under which cultural
organisations and digital companies can collaborate. Cultural
organisations provide the stimulating learning environment,
while businesses can concentrate on influencing teachers and
students to think of their products when they next make a
purchase.
2 	Large businesses often collaborate with cultural organisations
to facilitate interest in those skills that businesses will need in
the future, such as science, technology, engineering and maths
(STEM). This is a long-term strategic aim in business, which
cultural organisations can leverage with the right proposal.
3	CSR initiatives in the arts can also function as highly effective
marketing tools, especially when coupled with direct sales
opportunities and product accreditations, which effectively
turns students and teachers into brand ambassadors. It is,
however, advisable to balance the level of marketing with the
aims of the overall project.

Abstract
Cornerhouse is Manchester’s international centre for contemporary visual arts and film. As part of its many offerings, it runs
a programme called Projector Digital supported by Apple, which
involves a series of workshops for teachers that aim to encourage
the use of digital technology across the curriculum to better
engage young people in the classroom.
The project
Cornerhouse has always had a strong engagement programme
with its community, providing training on various topics related
to the contemporary arts. Part of that offer is training in new
media. Cornerhouse runs Digital INSET sessions for teachers as
part of Apple’s Regional Training Centre programme. During these
workshops, teachers from surrounding schools are given training
to help them use Apple’s iLife applications and to assist learning
in the classroom. Occasionally more advanced courses are run that
focus on applications like Final Cut Express, which help prepare
students for careers in the creative industries.
The centre is now able to offer courses with a unique selling
point in conjunction with a brand that is so highly respected that
it attracts learners to Cornerhouse. For Apple, it is not only about
being involved in education. By introducing teachers and students
to its products early on, the company is building its market for
the future. It also stands to add value to its reputation and brand
through the collaboration with an innovative contemporary arts
organisation in the community.
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Cornerhouse and Apple
Benefits for the business
The Apple Regional Training Centres are already well-established
worldwide and give teachers the opportunity to learn more about
the company’s software and equipment in order to better engage
students. The company is not only extending CSR initiatives into
education, but by turning teachers into enthusiastic users of its
products, the company is effectively creating brand ambassadors.
It is also indirectly influencing the future product choices of
students at an early age.
As part of the regional training centre partnership between
Apple and Cornerhouse, a reseller of Apple products is available
at sessions to support Cornerhouse and to assist schools in
integrating Apple technology into their classrooms should they
wish to do so.
Benefits for the cultural organisation
Cornerhouse’s own established brand has greatly benefitted
from the association with Apple. The Apple brand was described
as pulling people into Cornerhouse’s courses.
“Teachers see more value in Cornerhouse’s Projector Digital Courses
now that we are an Apple RTC. The association with Apple has
encouraged more teachers to attend workshops and they have in
turn recommended that their pupils attend our free LiveWire projects
during school holidays. The benefits are organisation-wide.”

Cornerhouse staff are also invited to the annual Apple conference
to learn more about the latest digital technologies and to share
best practice in creative education. Networking at these events has
proved useful for the organisation to develop its own contacts.
Impact and outcome
Though the programme initially started out with collaboration on
just nine free training sessions in Apple software, the partnership
has since deepened. More sophisticated training courses continue
to be explored with teachers that can ultimately help students enter
the creative industries.20
This case study has been built up from an interview with a Cornerhouse
program co-ordinator and the Apple Regional Training Centres website.

20
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Hide&Seek, HP Labs, Calvium and FutureLab
Technologists facilitate creative innovation in the arts
Lessons:
1	Large digital technology companies are partnering just as
easily with cultural organisations as with other companies to
test new software applications and extend their systems design
expertise. A reputation for creative and innovative engagement
can be built up in this way.
2	Collaborative partnerships can develop into successful spinoffs. Calvium was created by a former HP Labs team in order
to commercialise their own creative ideas.
3	Partnerships with large organisations that are very particular
about brand placement need to be carefully managed from
the outset so that expectations are clear.
4	As digital arts installations continue to push the boundaries
of what is possible with technology, more technologically
advanced collaborations will be required. Digital technology
companies are in a position to facilitate the development
of new forms of art.
Abstract
HP Labs is Hewlett-Packard’s research and innovation arm which
has played an instrumental role in the UK developing a number
of innovative digital arts projects in collaboration with cultural
organisations. One well known example is the Pervasive Media
Studio, a multi-disciplinary lab exploring and producing pervasive
media content, which was formed by HP Labs, the
University of West England and Watershed. The installation
“The Last Will” created by Hide&Seek and the theatre company

Punchdrunk in collaboration with HP Labs is another example, as
is FutureLab’s Savannah. Though some of the HP Labs research
teams have closed down, Calvium, a hybrid digital technology
and cultural organisation, was successfully spun-off by former HP
Labs employees.
Central to all of these collaborations has been HP Labs’ provision of
technical expertise and software to enable creative projects which
otherwise would not have been possible. These collaborations
have been an opportunity to test the capabilities of the company’s
software and systems engineers, while it has also enjoyed strong
co-branding of successful projects and been able to commercialise
some of the products and services developed.
The projects
Savannah, a PDA computer game that uses archived material from
the BBC in an educational interface for children, was developed
by FutureLab in partnership with HP Labs. For FutureLab, this
was an opportunity to develop a new educational product that
engaged children, while HP Labs would retain the intellectual
property of the GPS mapping software, which would inform other
similar products.
The main goal of the collaboration between HP Labs, Hide &
Seek and Punchdrunk was to produce an installation that used
similar mapping technology to give the audience a sense of
movement between a physical and virtual space. For the cultural
organisations, this was an opportunity to create a fresh installation
that would appeal to audiences. Hide&Seek eventually won its
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Hide&Seek, HP Labs, Calvium and FutureLab
biggest commission from Warner Brothers as a result. For HP
Labs, it was again an opportunity to test the capabilities of its
coding in a different context and push the boundaries of what
its products can achieve with a keen focus on future commercial
applications of the technology.

Challenges
HP Labs is a corporate business and as such works to more rigid
timescales and development budgets than smaller organisations
might. It is an approach that can easily clash with the culture
of smaller organisations.

Benefits for the business
For HP Labs, these partnerships are about product development
and testing, as well as building the expertise of its technical
staff. Because the organisation usually retains all the intellectual
property on the underlying software, it is building up patented
code which it can then roll out in later commercial versions of the
applications. The ultimate aim is to maintain a competitive edge
in its market. There is a CSR element to this work as well. HP
Labs has built up a strong reputation for its collaborative work in
the arts and co-branding is a significant element of this strategy,
attracting high volumes of publicity.

As with many other large companies, HP Labs is also very
particular about brand placement. For this reason, it is highly
advisable that organisations looking to collaborate with large, wellestablished brands iron out questions about intellectual property,
branding and project timelines at the beginning of a collaboration.

Benefits for cultural organisations
Cultural organisations continue to develop new ideas for how to
apply digital media in a creative space, but often lack the technical
know-how to programme applications to create the desired
result. Companies like HP Labs can facilitate high technology,
high production value installations that would otherwise not be
possible. Hide&Seek noted that:
“HP brought professionalism and vigour to the media design, and
were pushing their own boundaries for innovation.”
In this sense, cultural organisations can reap rewards from
proposing a challenging project to a digital technology company
which can drive innovation.

Impact and outcome
HP Labs continues to have a close relationship with a number of
cultural organisations and they develop new software applications
to underlie these installations. Hide&Seek has gone on to do
business with the likes of Warner Brothers, in large part thanks
to its installation with HP Labs and Punchdrunk. FutureLab
continues to collaborate with large digital technology companies
to deliver creative educational tools - Enquiring Minds developed
with Microsoft is a recent example. For the technology companies,
the space remains an area where they can improve the strengths
of their engineers and develop new products for sale.21
This case study includes interviews with a producer at Hide and Seek,
Creative Director at FutureLab and the founder of Calvium. The latter was a
previous member of the HP Labs team that designed Mscapes.

21
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ITEM: FACT partners with businesses and artists
Pushing the boundaries of digital collaboration in the arts
Lessons:
1	A successful research and development programme can
be set up with a cultural organisation facilitating collaboration
between technologists and artists.
2 	Such collaboration leads to a valuable exchange of skills:
artists get access to complex technology and the expertise
needed to realise their goals, while technologists get an
opportunity to test the boundaries of their products and
skills in implementing the requests of the artist.
3	An experimental framework that allows artists and
technologists to work without the pressure to ‘deliver’ helps
facilitate the innovation process.
4	Setting expectations and agreeing intellectual property early
on in the process contributes to the smooth running of the
collaboration.
5	Keeping an accurate record of the collaboration process can
help facilitate important decisions later on.
Abstract
Between 2003 and 2006, FACT ran ten projects which brought
together artists and technology companies within an innovative
programme called ITEM. The programme provided a framework for
artists and commercial partners to experiment and innovate with
technology without the pressure to necessarily exhibit. The artists
got access to the technology they needed to create their works of art,
alongside valuable training in what the technology can and cannot

do, while technology companies got the opportunity to work in new
ways with their technology and generate publicity at exhibitions.
They were able to use the outcomes of their projects as a sales tool
and tap into new ways of thinking about their products and what
they might do.
The result has been such a success for FACT that the project ran
longer than the 18 months originally planned. ITEM now forms the
foundation of a more formal research and development programme
that continues to test the limits of technology in artistic applications.
The project
The aim of the programme was to create a framework for
collaboration between artists and technologists “to work towards
common goals that would seek to define future trajectories of
exhibition technologies”. Technologists (including BT Exact,
FeONIC, surroundAV and Onteca) and artists submitted ideas
together or independently, and projects were selected based on their
research objectives. Though no pressure existed to exhibit, many
exhibitions did emerge from the partnerships, including Susan
Collins and Paul Gillieron’s 3D acoustic landscapes and Greg Byatt’s
acoustic acupuncture.
Objectives were different for each project, but these were set early
on. Participants in the programme were required to attend a series
of away days, in which common issues and goals were identified
and agreed. Extensive three-way agreements regarding intellectual
property were also articulated from the outset, with the view to
placing as much as possible into the public domain. The premise of
the agreements was that anything a partner brought to the project
they owned, anything they took away from it was shared.
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ITEM: FACT partners with businesses and artists
Benefits for the business partners
The unusual ways in which artists wanted to use the technology and
the demands placed on the technologists’ skills to code and engineer
the elements that would make projects work, led to new ways of
thinking about the technology and what it could deliver. In at least
two instances, the application which was created by the partnership
was taken forward for commercial testing – a GPS tracker which
let people know which arts events were on nearby and a 3D audio
landscaping tracker which could potentially be built into home
entertainment systems. BT took the learnings from its ITEM project
and incorporated these into its Media Tools product, which was
developed in-house with the help of resident artists.
Technology experts found the fresh perspectives of artists
invigorating and appreciated the feedback artists gave on areas
where a technology could be improved. The technology companies
also benefited from the publicity which the ITEM conference and
publication generated and could use the artistic collaboration in
sales pitches to invigorate the image of their product.
Benefits for the cultural organisation and artists
Following these collaborations FACT realised that technology
companies valued its input and the research it facilitated alongside
artists. Artists are often restricted by limited financial resources and
a lack of technical expertise when it comes to the technologies that
are needed to test their ideas. By facilitating funding and creating
the collaborative framework needed to get projects off the ground,
FACT was able to provide an environment in which artists could
test creative and technological boundaries. Key to the innovation
process was an experimental approach which allowed for setbacks
or even failures: there was no pressure to exhibit an installation at
the end of the programme, though many successful exhibitions did
follow. Knowledge transfer from technologists to the artists was also
described as a major benefit to the artists.

Challenges
On occasions ITEM struggled to manage the geographically
dispersed projects, with even relatively small administrative tasks,
such as setting up terms and conditions, taking longer than expected.
Business partners also had to relax their expectations that projects
would produce revenue immediately.
In the final years of the ITEM project, programme managers realised
that learnings were not being archived as well as they had been in
the first eighteen months. This meant that information about the
research process and the outcomes of certain projects could not be
shared as well as the programme would have liked to. None of these
challenges, however, were described as major impediments.
Impact and outcome
For FACT, the major outcome of its collaborations over the last
12 years has been a strategic shift towards formalising the work
it has been doing with technologists and artists in a research and
development programme, since “it made us realise how many assets
we have as a cultural organisation. We’re not that different in skills to
the big companies.” BT has also described the work it has done with
FACT as of strategic importance, stating that the future
potential of such partnerships is massive:
“Working with technocentric thinking organisations like FACT ...
there are opportunities to create new forms of programming in a
broadcasting arena that is rapidly changing.”
Above all, the example illustrates how one organisation can place
itself at the heart of multiple levels of engagement with audiences
and businesses to develop a variety of products.22
This case study was compiled from three sources: an interview with a FACT
team leader, an ex-director of the ITEM programme and the publication:
Gillman, C. (2006). Research: the itemisation of creative knowledge. Liverpool:
FACT & Liverpool University Press
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What did the research aim to achieve?
The aim of the research was to gain a better understanding of
the cultural-commercial partnerships taking place in the UK,
specifically within the digital technology sector.
Our key objectives included:
•	Building an understanding of current levels of engagement
between the digital technology sector or digitally-enabled
companies and not-for-profit arts and cultural organisations
•	Defining the benefits, opportunities and challenges that are
emerging from these relationships
•	Gaining intelligence into how these partnerships may develop
in the next 2-5 years and what the future trends, opportunities
and challenges might be.
To meet these objectives it was agreed that a selection of in-depth
case studies would be developed and that 40 interviews would be
conducted with relevant individuals in the arts sector and at digital
technology-enabled companies.

What did the research deliver?
FreshMinds conducted 40 interviews between March 2010 and
April 2010, with stakeholders from the arts sector and digital
technology-enabled organisations, as well as leading voices
across the sector who are involved in researching and
commentating on such partnerships. These interviews can be
broken down as follows:
Type of organisation

Number of interviews

Artists and individuals from arts
and cultural organisations

22

Individuals from digital technologyenabled companies or companies that
support intensive digital technology
programmes

18

Academic and specialist
policy commentators

2

Total

42
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The types of arts and cultural organisations interviewed varied
from arts centres to theatres, dance academies, film distributors,
galleries and festivals. No interviews were conducted with
museums because of the relative lack of current engagement
between museums and digitally enabled companies, but the broad
range of artforms which were covered by the research means the
recommendations and potential of these types of partnerships are
equally relevant to museums.
Throughout the interviews FreshMinds strived to get a balance of
opinions from different types of organisations and so interviews
were conducted with both large well-known corporate entities
and small start-up organisations. Though there was a high
concentration of interviews in the Greater Manchester and London
areas, interviews were also conducted with organisations in Wales,
Scotland and Liverpool.
Collaborations that are well-known to us at Arts & Business
were avoided, with the research instead focusing on gathering
fresh evidence. Though intermittent contact was made with
international organisations, such as Sony Labs Paris and Eyebeam
in New York, these avenues did not meaningfully contribute to our
understanding of the evolution of partnerships between cultural
and commercial organisations.

Please note: Some organisations that were interviewed expressly
requested not to have their contributions attributed to them. To
protect that confidentiality, their names have been omitted. Also
removed were those organisations that contributed but did not
give explicit consent for attributions. Two cultural organisations
and three businesses declined to participate because there had
been a breakdown in their partnerships which they felt they could
not discuss.
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